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"An independent student voice serving Bowling Green since 1920'

Greek Week applies a 'common bond'

□ Special activities are
planned throughout the
week to celebrate campus fraternities and
sororities.
By MATT GERACI
The BC News

The University's fraternities
and sororities are increasing their
bond this week by hosting special
activities and events In honor of
Greek Week

Student Life
Greek Week is led by the head
of the Intrafraternity Council.
Sigma Chi Alan Nlese. and the
head of the Pan-Helenic Council.
Delta Gamma Jamie Kimmel.
"I want this week to allow all
Greeks to share the reciprocal
bond based on all our fundamental rituals and values." Nlese said.
Nlese and Kimmel said the
theme this year is "One Common
Bond" and It Is also their goal to

Course on East Poe Road. Two
males and two females from the
different houses will be paired.
Additional events include a lipsynching contest Thursday. Winners of the contest will receive a
karaoke machine for their house.
Other events include the
"Greek Olympics" on Saturday.
Niese said the event will be "good,
clean fun" with a lot of wacky
events, including a six-legged
race.
To conclude the week, the

have all In the Greek system share
a bond.
"We have definitely promoted it
more this year. We already have
6.000 shirts sold and the participation by each fraternity and
sorority has been outstanding,"
Kimmel added.
Kimmel said the week Is a
national event but each campus Is
privy to their own style of showing
their respective campuses how
much spirit and love they have for
their fellow Greeks.
Today, there will be a golf outing at the Forest Creason Golf

• See GREEK, page five.

Grieving family
seeks monetary
compensation
□ Ryan Bernthisel's parents had not planned to
sue the University student, but are now seeking $5 million in punitive damages.
By BRANDON WRAY

PART-TIME JOBS
PMO-WE J°BS

A fighting cause
Tuesday labor unions from across the state descended on
the Wall Street Journal printing plant on Brim Road in Bowling Green to show support for workers trying to unionize
there. The unions roped off the building to symbolize that
the workers there are luring cut off from their rights. The

The BG News
Hockey season may be over, but
Dan Price Is still making headlines.
The family of Ryan Bcrnlhisel is
now suing the University Junior for
S5 million in punitive damages.
Bernthisel was killed last fall In a
car accident while riding with
Price. The lawsuit was filed Tuesday with the Wood County Court of
Common Pleas.
lYice plead no contest to vehicular homicide In February.
The family wants to make up for
the loss of their son, according to
their lawyer Jack Fynes.
"Ryan was a blight young man
with his entire future ahead of
him. He Is missing out on a lifetime
full of Joys and experiences. He Is
also missing a lifetime of earning
potential." Fynes said.
Fynes said the family's case is
based on the state highway patrol's
report in which Price was found to
be speeding, under the Influence of
alcohol, unfamiliar with the road
he was on and the car he was dri-

BG News Photos by
Jason Bowers

ving. and unable to maintain control of the car.
Price, who was unaware of the
lawsuit when contacted by The BG
News, said he would not comment
until he had more Information.
Price's attorney. Peter Halleck. was
unavailable for comment.
Fynes said the family, who originally said they did not plan to sue.
is neither monetarily motivated nor
interested in Price's possible future
earnings.
Fynes said that the success of
the lawsuit depends on a number
of factors. He expects the case to be
brought to trial within the year.
"Wood County Is very good
about getting the cases on their
docket into trial in a reasonable
time period." Fynes said.
Bernthisel was riding In the passenger seat when Price, who was
driving, was rounding a curve and
lost control. He was driving Bernthisel's car.
Price received five years probation, community service and 30
days in a detention home. He was
suspended from the hockey team
after pleading no contest, but was
reinstated later. He missed 10
games and is set to return next
year. He was voted the team's most
valuable player at the team's banquet.

Gardner urges
passing of Issue 2
□ Campus voices concerns about Issue 2 and
how the University will
be affected by it.

workers have been negotiating with plant management for
the last year but have made no progress.

Campus

By MATT GERACI
The BC News

The quality of Ohio's educational system was the topic on everyone's mind Monday night in Room
1007 In the Business Administration Building.
University alumnus Randy
Gardner spoke on Issue 2 which
will improve the educational wellbeing of Ohio's children. He is currently the Majority Whip Leader of
Ohio's House of Representatives
and has represented Wood County
since 1985.
Issue 2 Is on the ballot May 5

Education
for citizens of Ohio. It calls for a 1
percent Increase in sales taxes that
will generate SI billion In extra
state revenue, half of which will be
given to public education. The
other half will help cut property tax
by 15 percent for home owners.
It has been endorsed by Governor George V. Volnovtch. most of
the Ohio General Assembly, the
largest
teachers association.
Future Teachers of Ohio. Students
for Quality Education and the
Bowling Green Student Education
Association.
According to Gardner, if the bill
Is passed it will go into effect the
fiscal year of 1999 and will be continuous throughout the years.
• See GARDNER, page five.

ACT study shows few college students graduate on time
J Only 52.6 percent of
students aiming for a
bachelor's degree make
it within five years.
By JANELBURCHETT
The Daily Mini

(U-WIRE1 CHAMPAIGN. III. Not sure if you'll graduate on time?
Don't fret - you're not alone.
According to The American College
Testing program (ACT), there Is an
all-time low in the number of students who graduate from college
within five years.
A nationwide study showed that
52.8 percent of students earn a
bachelor's degree within five years.
according to ACT. This is nearly a

f

five percent decrease since 1983.
when the study began.
The University Is no different.
According to the College Guide In
the Sept. 8. 1997 Issue of U.S.
News and World Report, the graduation -ate for (he University was 78
percent in 1996, with a predicted
graduation rate of 66 percent.
At the time, the University was
ranked 12th in graduation rales In
the listing of U.S. News and World
Report's Top 25 public national
universities.
The universities with the highest graduation rales were Harvard,
Princeton and Stanford, with graduation rates ol 97 percent. 94 percent and 94 percent, respectively.
According to Ira Langston.
assistant vice principal of academic affairs, the percentage of stu-

dents who graduate from the University in four years was 48.9 percent in 1992, while the percent of
students who graduated in five
years was 68.8 percent.
In 1989. 80.9 percent of students graduated In seven years.
Langston said.
The reasons for the large number of students who do not graduate In four years vary, langston
said some of those reasons might
Include students who have multiple majors. Students who change
majors or drop out and then return
lo the University might also contrtbule to this statistic
University might also contribute
to this statistic.
Differences between full-time
and part-time students were also
listed as possible explanations of

the figure.
Kelley llayden. director of communications for ACT. said In a
press release that many reasons
contribute to students attending
colleges for more than four years.
Some of these reasons. Kelley said,
are an Increase In the number of
part-time students and students
who attend college straight from
high school, scheduling difficulty
and the availability of courses.
Those reasons seem to coincide
with opinions of University students. Alan Harwood, freshman in
engineering, said he will probably
not graduate In four years.
The requirements are too high
for the college I'm In," Harwood
said.
Eric May. freshman In commerce, said he will not graduate In

You can't always get the classes you need.
Many students don't understand the urgency of
getting those classes. There is also a lot to do
on this campus."
Katherine Anderson
four years because he plans to
lake a year off. He said he feels
some of his required courses areunnecessary.
"fThe University) makes us take
a lot of classes we don't need."
Katherine Anderson, junior In
LAS. said that taking summer
school classes and correspondence
courses will enable her to graduate

In four years. Anderson said she
understands the difficulty of not
being able to graduate In four
years, however.
You can't always get the classes you need. Many students don't
understand the urgency of getting
those classes." Anderson said.
There Is also a lot lo do on this
campus.
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It should come as no surprise to
anyone in our age group, loosely
known as Generation X. thai the
Baby Boomer world thinks all Xers are apathetic, immature and
selfish to a fault.
This is old news, endlessly discussed to death on Dateline by
stiffs like Stone Phillips and vari
ous MTV News specials wilh Kurt
Loder.
One major point of the apathy
argument is that neither Generalion X nor the current group of college students who gel labeled as Xers. although they may nol mathemallrallly qualify, has ever mobilized itself to correct any social ill
Ihe way Ihe youth of the 1960s did
with Vietnam and the Civil Riglus
Movement.
The movement against Vielnam
united youths of all colors creeds
and classes. The only thing that
unites us today Is that we all saw
Titanlic."
People protested and would
actually take the time to go lo
places like Washington DC. or
San Francisco to join wilh others
who shared the same passions and
dreams. Working logether for a
common cause brought those people together. They can remember
when everyone their age was united. We will probably never be able
lo say something like that.
Environmentalism seemed like
it could've been a unifying cause in
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Spanish/International Business
Freshman
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the early 1990s Generation X was
In Junior high or high school in
1990 when Ihcre was .i lot of
hoopla surrounding ihe 201 h
anniversary of Earl h Day Activism
was supposed to be back en vogue
in Ihe '90s. There was supposed to
be change and a greater sense of
social responsibility alter the
excess of the 1980s.
None of this ever happened
though. Earth Day ended and '80s
nostalgia Is currenlly In full swing,
Green is still the cool color, only
now it's because of money, nol
trees. Anyone who works for a
cause is called a "wannabee hippie'
or a 'tree hugger' Being either
extreme is viewed as slrange. Only
being righl in Ihe middle Is okay.
Generation X never developed Ihe
social conscious ils parents did
All hope Is not lost Ihough. It is
not that there are no causes out
there lo gel behind Generallon X.

i
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In fact has a great opportunity to
show It cares. AIDS Is as much an
Immediate threat to us as Vietnam
was to the youth of the '60s.
Innocent people are dying,
some are friends, others are
strangers in different countries.
Many of the people dying are more
al risk because of their social class
or ethnic background. The same
was said about Vietnam.
Even college sludenls are at
risk, contrary to what you may
think. The AIDS Quilt has loured
college campuses through the
years. It's visit to Bqwllng Green
two years ago was an eye-opening
experience for me. A close look
reveals quills for fathers, mothers,
children, fraternity brothers and
spouses.
It should be obvious that anyone can get II. Nol every quilt was
made for a gay person or an IV
drug user. Many were for stralghl
middle-class kids who slepl with
Ihe wrong person In college. Staiisiu s show that one in 500 people
on college campuses have HIV . At
the average school there are
18.000 students.
That means there are 36 people
with HIV on our campus right
now. Most of these people have
probably been too scared to get
tested or don'l think this Issue
really applies to them so they don't
know they are positive. Thlrty-slx
people with HIV going out to bars

or parties drinking and maybe
looking lo hook-up wilh lhal cute
guy or girl they have been dreaming of.
Is lhal person you were hilling
on all nighl HIV positive? What if
you did hook up with that person?
Talk about a lifelime of responsibility for your actions, although it
would be a short one.
What are the odds of not meeting one of those persons with HfV.
Pretty good, but do you wanl to
risk il? The risk Is real and it is out
there In Ihe social world of Ihe college campus. It Is there every time
you go out lo the bar. Do you wanl
lo trust your life with someone you
meel when you both are drunk?
Can anyone really feel safe know
Ing whal Is out there?
It is time that this age group
starts caring about AIDS. This Is
our jungle war In a humid South
east Asian country. Also, aren't
people tired of getting called lazy
and apalhelic? That's so boring
and so early '90s. I always want to
think thai I am going lo do belter
than my parents. I don't want to be
wrong or lake a step backwards.
Brandon Wray is (he Wednesday columnist. He can be contacted
at wbnetl@bgnet. The lights are
coming on as we near closing time.
Back to studying.
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I am writing on behair of Sodle Smith. Since the article was published on Tuesday. April 14. stating her admission lo the fabrication
of the abduction. I have heard nothing but ridicule and negative
comments everywhere I go, Bach Student and faculty member has
his or her own opinion and everywhere I go I hear them: in my residence hall, in my college oflice or Just walking through campus. This
Js^ridiculous. I find It quite hard to believe that people who are supposed to carry weight in our education are so closed minded that
they view things in this manner. And as for the students, there is no
reason why college students should walk around gossiping and hollering "I knew she made It up. She's crazy." Where is the maturity
level lo be found In all of this? There is none. People are acting and
carrying on in a way that they simply should not. Did anyone think
of anything positive when they read this article? Perhaps the thought
may have crossed somebody's mind that although It was a terrible lie
to tell. It also shows a nobleness in character that Sodle would admit
to the fabrication. And it Is sad that I am the first person to speak on
hw behalf.
The article quoted many residents of Offenhauer with respect to
this matter. I ask these residents, where were all of you when the
whole thing began? Did you know Sodle well enough lo make any
comments about her?
No. You didn't. But now that she has admitted to the fabrication,
you are all too quick to Jump the gun and say plenty of negative
things demeaning her character. Do you really know If she Is like
that? How can you live with yourself knowing that you have helped
ruin someone else's life? Does that feel good?
Kim McCool. a freshman elemcnlary education major was quoted
saying. 'It's a Joke and now I laugh about It because It was so ridiculous."
Why are you laughing Kim? This was and Is not a Joke. It is a serious matter. Don't you feel at all bad for Sodle? Maybe you should
think about what could have possibly happened to make somebody
do something of this nature. If you are not willing to be open minded and accept the wrong-doings of others (because you never know
yvhat may have prompted an act), what kind of elementary teacher
are you going to make?
Kim is nol the only one. The entire article had negative Implications. Many residents had Iheir "two bits" lo say, and that's all it was
^-two bits
Before everyone begins to rip me apart as they have Sodle. slop. I
realize all the commotion over the abduction stirred up campus and
put fear in the dorm rooms of many women residents. I am not In
any way. shape or form condoning what happened. I simply think
that everyone needs to stop and ihink before they judge and speak.
We need to go back to kindergarten and remember: if you can't say
anything nice, don't say anything at all And let he who Is without
sin cast ihe first stone.
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AIDS can be Gen X's Vietnam
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Women continue to face inequality
LOS ANGELES (U-W1REI —On
a planet with no men. the women
would all be fat and happy, my
friend said.
As harmless as that joke
sounds, a more earnest reinlerpretatlon would focus on the hidden
queslions: Are women happy, and
if not. why not? Ameriran women
deservedly enjoy many rights
today which give them a more
comfortable and secure lifestyle
than Iheir counterparts in other
countries.
But despite these privileges,
social inequalities still exist that
women must resolve. In a country
where the right to life, liberty and
Ihe pursuit of happiness are guaranteed, the Identity of the truly liberated equal women is still withheld from society out of fear and
coercion.
Leafing through any women's
magazine yields a laundry list of
issues that concern and Involve
women: health care, divorce, dating In the '90s, child care, abortion. Because women are citizens
and voters, their voice as the sexual majority of America is potentially powerful.
But today, women are fed idle
chatter and frivolous advice in a
mass media culture that could be
economically and socially Uieirs.
Women will remain powerless and
dominated by the male culture
until they win the right to be taken
seriously. This can begin In the
editorial sections of magazines
which women all over the world
read for entertainment and education.
To evaluate how seriously we
see women. Judge who — or what,
actually — is on the cover of
women's magazines in the bookstore and local supermarket. A
heavily made-up model representH
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tled to as wide a measure of free
speerh as those for men."
Even If women realize this
imbalance, how do they Initiate the
change of power?
Feminism and the evolving
struggle between the sexes It creates are not easily evaluated while
hemmed In wilh other issues.
Feminism In cultural magazines
cannot advance until certain problems are untangled, such as the
relationship between advertisers'
concerns and the freedom of editoing the beauty trends of the 90s rial writers to express themselves,
vampishly slares oul at the reader. or how Ihe beauty myth paralyzes
women religiously, sexually, politiShe looks perfect.
Women, while measuring them- cally and economically.
It may be true lhal every
selves against her bony arms and
cosmetlcally enhanced features, woman wants some or all of these
won't pause to mull over how arti- issues achieved to a certain
ficial these people truly are. degree. Female readers, however.
Instead, miniature headlines pro- jusl do not want Uiese enough yet.
claiming Ihe 10 besl ways women Wolf argues. The talk-down feacan please their men In bed. or tures that encourage women to
what types of facials are best for give away incredible amounts of
the transition lo summertime, leap money for beauty care run parallel
out lo catch their eyes and rope with unreliable consumer reporting.
them in.
Women continue to be upbraidNaomi Wolfs The Beauty Myth"
Illustrates the helplessness of ed and coddled by their own mass
females in a male-created and - media In a way that is unthinkable
dominated society. Without the for men. Directions as authoritafulfillment of the role as wife and tive as "Do use night cream" and
linniemaker lo keep women "Don't eat more than 1.000 calodomestically happy now all bul ries per meaj" bark at women from
extlnci,' the current environment the glossy pages. This kind of howhas resorted to using the pressure to advice is less harmful when
of beauty on women to hold them compared lo real measures that
In a status quo. lest they advance I ■ command women to remain In
economically and socially lo their social status. Both, however,
threaten the pillars of society as cause women to continue building
meek and easily-Influenced lifeknown by man.
As preposterous as the supposi- styles.
tion first sounds. Wolf writes lhat
Men are not bossed ihls way.
"only when we lake our own mass- though. Imagine rfle fury and
media seriously and resist its humiliation a soda) magazine
expectations on how to wash our would suffer If It Instructed Its
hair' will advertisers concede that male readers to "Eat less red
women's magazines musl be enti- meat." "Vote for the power to

choose." and "Spend more time
wilh your partner." The publication would be branded a literary
pariah In no time.
American women today enjoy
many privileges which were withheld a few decades ago. They can
vote, own property, file and claim
lawsuits and represent themselves
in whatever capacity they choose
in any situation. Women are mostly free to marry whom they choose
and to control their own bodies
and destinies.
Bul they are still not equal. Wolf
wriles lhal women work twice as
long and hard as men, and for no
pay at all. when they fulfill domestic roles. Women are still not on an
equivalent pay scale in all areas of
the work force, nor do they occupy
the top seals of management positions.
Women risk preserving this
deceptively buoyant state of wellbeing. We may be indifferent or
content with our lives thus far. We
may be fearful of ridicule as a
"feminazl" or of greater consequences If we raise our voices.
It may be decades before
women are taken seriously. Transforming a male-dominated culture
hardly comes lo pass In a mere
matter of months. The task at
hand first entails leveling the
social and economic Inequality
between the sexes.
And It can be done one step at a
time, without the holding of hands
and pats on the head. A new magazine policy featuring real do's and
don'ts for women, onelhat channels their elective sway effectively,
would be a worthy start.
Angle Chen Is a sophomore
majoring In prlnljournallsm.

Applications are now available for
summer and fall News staff. They can
be picked up in 210 West Hall.
I
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QUOTE OF THE DAY
If this law isn't
passed, the money's
bound to come from
somewhere. And a
good place to start
could be right here at
BG.
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■ junior marketing major
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Man pays for stolen canoe 25 years later
BKAOGATE. Iowa — A man who stole a canoe 25 yean ago repented on
Easier weekend, sending a long-overdue $150 to pay for the pilfered boat.
"Ills liming was right." said Dale Wagner. 54. the owner of the conoe.
"And I've forgiven him."
On April 13. the town's postmaster found an unaddressed letter with
SI50 eash In the mall box. The letter writer said he was a railroad brakeman passing through town when he stole the 17-foot fiberglass canoe
from behind a house in 1973.
Someone did retail the stolen canoe may have belonged to Wagner,
whose description of the stolen canoe matched the one contained in the
letter.
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Radio station offers contest for useless information
STEVENS POINT. Wis. — For folks who think "Jeopardy!" is for wimps,
there's always a Wisconsin radio station's annual 54-hour, nonstop trivia
contest. Contest organizers Jim Oliva and John Eckendorf prepared 430
questions for the 29th annual contest that ran all weekend on WWSI'-FM.
With 520 teams listening, the final question was read Sunday night:
"In 1975. singer Vickie Carr. who was the chairperson of the American
Lung Association that year, slopped by Sea World as parl of a kickoff of
the national Christmas Seal campaign. In her desire lo do something original for her part in the campaign, she had her picture taken next while
being kissed by a seal. What was the name of that seal?"
The answer: "Albert."

Caroline Bechtel
Sophomore
Sociology

Lakeahia Dowlen
Junior
TCOM

"When my parents
don'l lei me do Ihe
things I want to
do."

"People who are not
on time."

Today's
Question:
"What is your
biggest petpeeve?"

Bryce Hudson
Senior
TCOM
"Fine women with
terrible breath."
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Forgotten patriots get recognition
IIINSDAl.E. Mass. — Paul Revere should gel off his high horse, say
townsfolk here who prefer to honor one ol Revere'S forgotten colleagues.
In a simple ceremony Sunday, an honor guard of Boy Scouts laid a
wreath on Isrcal Blssell's grave while a delegation from the local grange
sang "God Bless America."
History has been kind to Revere despite I he fact thai the patriot got no
more lhan 20 miles before being captured by the British It was left lo the
unheralded Blssell. a Berkshire farmer, to carry the "Call lo Arms" lo
rebels In five colonies over the next five days,

TODAY'S
WEATHER
Today:

Thursday:

Sprinkles

Partly cloudy

High: 65
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Andy Dilaaver
Junior
Sports Mgmt.

"People with an
attitude."

"People who are
'phaf like my roommate Corey Ward."

Low: 44

UPCOMING EVENTS
Wednesday, 4/22/98
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Kristilynn Burnett
Junior
Sec. Ed./Comm.

Car Expo (7 a.m. - 8 p.m.)
Commuter Mall. Gir dealerships and
bike dealerships will be on campus to
display Iheir merchandise. This is an
excellent opportunity to (Jain knowledge
on the most current merchandise.
Sponsorrd by the Sales and Marketing

Thesis exhibitions
(10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Dorothy Ubrr Bryan and Willanl
Waiikeiman Galleries. Pine Arts Center.
Graduate and undergraduate student
thesis exhibitions are on display. Free.
CD sale (10 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Education Building steps. Sponsored
byUAO.

CIIIIKS!

Bring our daughters to work
day (8 a.m.)
101 Olscamp Hall. Beginning with a
continental breakfast al 8 a.m. this
day includes campus lours al 10 a.m.
and 2 p.m. and a luncheon (S4.50 per
person at the door). For more infor
nation, contact Pal Patton. 372 2228.

Habitat for Humanity "Box
City" ticket sales
(10 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Union Foyer.
Poster sale (10 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Math Scierxe Building. UAO is sponsoring a poster sale including posters from
Titanic. Good Will Hunting, various
musk- arnsts. etc.!

"lipc—If Evrnw" i» * service to our rmdrr* hon-owrd daily via the University web pag*- The caldendar of event*
on the »eb page has a more eomplete lifting ofeventa and can be acceaaed through "www.bgau.edu".

Baseball at Ball State (DH) (1
p.m.)
Munde, Ind. (Ball Diamond).
Internet use for BGSU personnel - PC (1 p.m. - 4 p.m.)
Hayes Hall. Room 127. Designed
specifically for BGSU personnel. This
c lass will familiarize you with die fune
tionailty provided Ijy a networked computer. Learn about e-mail (Kutior.il
and web browsers (Netscape). Free
For more Information, call Continuing
Education, 372-8181.
Ensnared destinies?: African
marketwomen's economic
roles and agency in the slave
trade era (2:30 p.m.)
Pallisler Conlerenc-e Room. Jerome
Library. ICSSeholar-in-Residencv Ullian
Ashcraft-Eason of BGSU's Hisiuiv

Department. Sponsored by the Institute
lor the Study of Culture and Society.
From the Melting Pot to the
Rainbow (3 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.)
Faculty Lounge. Student Union. Affirmative Action Issue forum about coming changes in our nation's racial and
ethnic composition. Explores prominent perceptions about dealing with
difference and valuing diversity.
Softball hosts Cleveland State
(DH) (3:30 p.m.)
BGSU Softball Field. In the final noncenfcrence action of the season. Ihe
Fakons welcome Ihe Vikings to BG.
Last year, these teams split a rwinblll
in downtown Cleveland, and the VTkes
went on lo the NCAA Tournament.
Thta is die first of two consecutive douhlelieaders vs. 1997 NCAA Tourney

participants for the Brown and Orange.
Flashback to the '80s movie*
(7 p.m.)
111 Olscamp Hall. WFALwill be showing
two movies: The Brcaklast Club starting
at 7 pm and Sixteen Candles starting at
9 p.m. Cost is SI .50 lor both movies, and
there is the chance to win tree prizes.
Non-Alcohol party
(7 p.m. - 10 p.m.)
Am.11ii Room. Sponsored by Mortar
Board.
Dr. Babatunde Olatunji (8
p.m.)
TBA In The BGNews Dr. Ofatunll.
whose past performances include
appearances with the Grateful Dead, is a
prestigious African drummer who will be
performing in honor of Earth Week! .

_—^^————*——^—^^■

Good Luck
On Finals!!!!

Start yoar day night by reading The BG News
and eatinj|fTE|^thy breakfast

American Heart i
Association.*

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 98

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

Furnished or Unfurnished
apartments available at
CHARLESTOWN APTS. ft
ASHDON ESTATES

(Too many to list)

710, 730, 860 Scott Hamilton

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

-2 blocks from campus
•Central Air
-Spacious 2 bedroom apartments
-New carpet, linoleum, and paint!
836 Scott Hamilton

2 bedroom duplex
500/mo. plus utilities
Great house! You muat

see thla property!

CALL NOW!!!
Mid Am Management
641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG
352-4380

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!

IOUAI

HOCMIMG
0»«O»!u«il r

354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)
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Voinovich shows off new
school district report cards
ThcAsstKUtcd /-*«■»>
compiled from wire reports

■ BREAST CANCER

New medicine may not be as good as it sounds
WASHINGTON — Amid optimistic reports that two drugs might
help prevent breast cancer, the government Is struggling to help
women decide who should start using Ihe pills — or If the side effects
are-'too risky.
For one of the drugs, the government had a stark message Tuesday: Despite headlines trumpeting raloxlfene. Ell Lilly's new osteoporosis drug, there is no good evidence yet that the'medicine truly
wards off breast cancer.
But a National Cancer Institute study did find that a related medicine called tamoxifen cuts the chances of breast cancer by a significant 45 percent in certain women — and the NCI said Tuesday it is
preparing kits to help doctors target Just those women whose potential benefit from the pills would outweigh the side effects.
"The message very much Is, each woman Is different." said Dr.
Richard Klausner. NCI's director. There is no cut-and-dried formula"
to say which woman needs the drug.
■ ASTRONOMY

New family of planets discovered
WASHINGTON — Signs of a new family of planets orbiting a distant
staT are the clearest evidence yet of worlds forming beyond our solar
system and suggest that planets where life could evolve may exist
throughout the universe, astronomers say.
Using powerful new Instruments on telescopes In Hawaii and Chile,
two teams of astronomers Independently found a doughnut shaped
disk of dust rotating around a star 220 light-years away. A light year
is about 5.9 trillion miles.
-They said at a news conference Tuesday that the hole in the doughnut may have been caused by the birth of planets.
"A solar system like our own is being constructed in the middle of
this disk." said David Koerner of the University of Pennsylvania. He is
a member of an astronomy team that used the Keck II telescope in
Hawaii to study the star.
He said the finding, along with similar discoveries reported this
week In the journal Nature, suggests that planets may be very common throughout the universe.
■ STROKE-FIGHTING DRUG

Drug could be lifesaving for stroke victims
CHICAGO — Many Americans oon't recognize the signs of a stroke
In'time to get themselves or others potentially lifesaving treatment
now available to thwart Americas third-leading killer, a new survey
found.
The only approved stroke-fighting drug became available less than
two years ago. and it must be given within three hours after a stroke
starts — making early detection and immediate treatment vital.
"The No. 1 reason people don't get treated Is because they don't get
there In time." said Dr. Arthur M. Pancloll. lead author In a new survey published In Wednesday's Journal of the American Medical Association.
"We're talking about the leading cause of adult disability, and yet
our public really doesn't understand it." said Pancioli, an assistant
professor of emergency medicine at the University of Cincinnati College of Medicine.
Stroke kills 158.000 people yearly and has left more than one million Americans disabled to some extent. Ihe American Heart Association says.
■ WAR CRIMES

Tribunal trying to find cells for suspects
THE HAGUE. Netherlands — After years of seeking suspects to fill
ils cells. Ihe Yugoslav war crimes tribunal Is now trying to find cells
for all Its suspects.
The space crunch highlights a recent change In the fortunes of the
U.N. court, once branded ineffective for its apparent powerlessness to
have suspects arrested.
Ils 24-cell detention unit long held Just two or three suspects. Now
it's more than full, with 26 of the tribunal's 74 publicly Indicted suspects in custody.
With NATO forces In Bosnia grabbing indicted suspects by force —
and a moderate Bosnian Serb leadership Increasingly ready to cooperate — surrender suddenly may not look so bad to those still on the
run.
Though the tribunal's top suspects remain at large, seven Serbs
have arrived at the tribunal In The Hague, Netherlands, since midJanuary: four of them surrendered and three were arrested by NATO.
"What is being promoted by the free (Bosnian) media is that for
some of these people, turning themselves In is less risky than perhaps
being snalched by NATO forces." said John Heffernan of Ihe Washington-based Coalition for International Justice, which promotes Ihe
work of the Yugoslav and Rwanda war crimes tribunals, but Is Independent of them.

FALL 1998
LEASING
AVAILABLE
Mercer Manor
Apartments
One of BG's
Newest
Complexes
Features
•3 Bedrooms
•2 Full Bafhs
•Air Conditioning
•Fireplaces
•Microwaves

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT

Associated Press photo
|ohn Coff, right, superintendent of Public Instruction, gestures during a news conference that unveiled
local school district report cards. To the left is Governor George Voinovich and State Board of Education
President Jennifer Sheets.
ers debated ways lo change school
funding.
The grading will rale student
performance in the proficiency
testa given in the fourth, sixth
ninth and 12th grades. Olher com
parisons will Include attendance
figures for teachers and Students,
dropout rates and class sixes
They also will report per StU
dent spending on administration.
building operations, stall support,
student support and instruction

The AssiKi.ititl Press
MENTOR. Ohio-A 16-year old
student is being held in |uvenile
detention until a hearing Friday
after being accused of drawing up
a "hit list" of fellow students
The Mentor High School sophomore appeared Monday in l.ake
County Juvenile Court and pleaded innocent to two counts of aggravated menacing and two counts of

attempted aggravated menacing
The charges carry a senti in e ol
up to six months in juvenile detention
According to prosecutors, Ihe
boy lolcl two students on March 23
that he was going lo kill them In
the three weeks that followed, he
showed students a "Ml Hat" with
tin names of more than 20 class
mates on it, prosecutors said
Judge William Weaver ordered

The

ASSCK

i.iiivl Pret

KANSAS CITY. Kan. - A Irater
nily linked to hazing InvesUgatfons
at two other universities has been
suspended at Kansas Slate University because a pledge was beaten
with fists, paddles and canes.
Ernest 1. Harris Jr.. 23. was In
fair condition this morning, three
days after a hazing ritual allegedly
required to Join Ihe Kappa Alpha
Psi chapter at Ihe Manhattan cam
pus.
Harris suffered kidney injuries
lhat will force him lo undergo dialysis, Dr Ben Cowley said at a news
conference at the University of
Kansas Medical Center Such
injuries are reversible, and Harris
could leave Ihe hospital bv each

next week.
Kansas siate University sue
pended the four member chapter
of the fraternity Monday, the iitsi
step toward expelling it The si hool
said only one ol the four members
was involved in Harris' beating,
though six lo eight other people
may also have been Involved
Kappa Alpha Psi has been
linked lo hazing incidenls at two
other universities, including one
where a man died after a beating,
Harris was at the home ol a Ira
ternity member Saturday when hewas beaten wiih paddle boards,
fists and canes said Ins father
Ernesl L. Hams Sr. He had wells
and bruises across much ol his
Ixxly. eepei laity cm his buiioc ks

Summer employment 2

Ihe boy held In juvenile detention
until a pre trial hearing Friday.
Prosec uliiis said only two of the
Students named on the list had
been verbally threatened School
and law enforcenienl officials have
declined io identiiv any students
(ill the list

School
Principal
John
Schweitzer said students were
upset when the list was discovered Alter learning of the list.

and legs.
The eldei Harris, of Wichita.
s.uil liis son had dropped out of the
initiation process for Ihe same fralernily last year after he was
injured. He offered no olher details
of that incident.
"I just don I understand how a
bl.ii k fraternity
someone who is
going to assist you. someone that
is supposed lo be a brolher who Is
going lo help you. how they could
hurt someone like this." Harris Sr.

said
The younger Harris graduated
from Kansas Slate in December
With a degree III business adniiuis
nation The school said be is an
alumni pledge of Kappa Alpha Psi.
Charles Riley. a lormer rhaptCI

over.
They should issue report cards
on legislators," he added.
The state department of education will pay the SI million for this
year's lest.

school officials questioned the boy
and he turned over the list to a
school counselor.
In a similar incident involving .
another student, a 15-year-old
who complied a "hit list"' of students and teachers In West
Lafayette was expelled April 6 for
(he remainder of the school year
and for the following school year,
the maximum amount of time permuted bv stale law.

president who said he is still affiliated with Ihe fraternity, declined to

comment.
Police and the fraternity's
national headquarters in Philadelphia are investigating the Incident
The fraternity settled a S2.25
million lawsuit in December 1996
with the family of Michael Davis,
who died in February 1994 after
being beaten, body-slammed and
kicked in the chest by fraternity
members at Southeast Missouri
Stale University.
Five pledges al Ihe University of
Maryland-Eastern Shore were
beaten with wooden paddles and
canes during a two-month initiation from Feb. 8 lo April 4. officials
said.
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Home City
Ice Company

354-6036

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR

Jay-Mar Apte. Quiet housing.
Spacious, laundry facilities In
building. A/C, Gaa heat. Stan at
$51 a/mo. 12-mo lease.
CaH 354-6036 for a showing.

Now Hiring for these Positions:

Additional Sires to Cnoosa from:

Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules
Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan
Call Today for Complete Details!!

&

SUMMIT HILL.

We'll take care ol you. Best
price, well maintained, privacy
and deadbolt security, large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance.

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

I

Brian Rolhenberg. spokesman for
the Vole No on Issue 2 Coalition.
Rothenberg's group recommends that voters reject Ihe tax
Increase and force lawmakers to
start the school funding debate

Fraternity suspended after alleged hazing

419 354-6036
Tha Highland!- Graduate
houaJnfl. One bedroom . Laundry
facilities in building. A/C. Quiet!
From $410/mo. For more into, call

Schools lhat don't meet certain
standards would have lo develop
plans lo Improve. Goff said.
The goal is lo pul pressure on
local schools or districts lo do better. Voinovich said
But a spokesman for a group
opposed to the lax increase says he
doubts Ihe report cards will have
much Impai t
"If you can't provide Ihe funds
to fix the problem, there's no sense
Issuing these report cards." said

Teen charged with drawing up 'hit list'

130 E w^ingon Sum. Bowling GOT. Ohio

LIBERTY STREET

GCIiNMIAI, IMC
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowlmg Green, OH
43402
Hours:
Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m.-1 p.m.

COLUMBUS — When students
get their report cards this June, so
will their schools.
Ohio's schools will be graded on
how well their students measure
up against a standardized criteria,
to give parents and taxpayers an
Idea of how well districts and individual schools are performing.
"It's all about accountability."
Gov. George Voinovich said at a
news conference Tuesday. "People
want to know how their schools are
doing.''
That's particularly Important
now. as Ohloans arc wi Ighlng
whether to vole on May 5 for or
against a proposed penny increase
In the stale sales tax. Voinovich
said.
They want to know where their
lax dollars are going."
The SI.I billion raised annually
by the tax increase, to be split
between education spending and a
property tax break for homeown
rrs. is part of the slate's response
to the Ohio's Supreme Court's
order to fix Ihe way public education is funded.
Voinovich showed off the prototypes of the report cards that will
be sent out to all 611 school district this June. Most districts will
gel just a handful of Ihe reports,
but 109 districts have volunteered
lo distribute thrm lo every parent
Beginning next year, though,
every district will be required to
distribute the reports lo each par
ml said .John (ioff stale schools
superintendent.
The report cards arc required by
an academic accountability law
enacted last summer as lawmak

1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders

1-800-899-8070
"Be a part of a winning tradition"

J515 E. Wooster • Across from Wendy's
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths
washer and dryer in each building
range, refrigerator
new dishwashers
new microwaves
gas heat, electric air
individual electric meter

-Call-Well meet you there."

Preferred Properties

530 S. Maple • 352-9378 • Hours: 8-4:30
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

(Indoor pool, whirlpool, sauna, locktt room, wslgrtt room, tanning)
No Parental Guarantee*
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Job descriptions dictate changes in Secretaries' Day
The Associated Prvss
It's the evt of Secretaries' Day
and Barry Bhystone Is worried.
Lowering his voice, he confesses
thai he still can't figure out what to
do for his office assistant.
"What do you do? Is It Insulting
or is It courtesy to get something?''
asked Blystone. the training dim
tor at Siemens Power Transmis
sion and Distribution plant In
Wendell. N.C. Its a dilemma."
Armed with computers and
needed more than ever in down
sized workplaces, secretaries don't
pour much coffee anymore.
And that makes the 46-year-old
Secretaries' Day something of an
office minefield for bosses who
aren't sure what to do and for
assistants who aren't sure they
even want to be called secretaries
anymore.
"Many of our members are trying to be thought of as valuable
team members, and It's awkward
to be singled out this way." said
Rick Stroud. spokesman for the
40.000-member Professional Secretaries International.
The Kansas City. Mo.-based
group created the day in 1952
partly as a recruiting tool during a
then-shortage of secretaries.
Now. the association wrestles
with whether Wednesday's event Is
an outdated idea. It will even vole
this summer on whether to change
its name to the International Association of Administrative Professionals.
"Maybe it's time."' Stroud said.

"Many of our members are trying to be thought
of as valuable team members, and it's
awkward to be singled out this way."
Rick Stroud
spokesperson for the 40,000-member Professional
Secretaries International

Certainly, secretaries' everyday
work has changed.
Only 7 pen enl ni-i coffee for the
boss, while 90 percent said Ihey

did so in Ihe past, according to a
December telephone survey of 500
assistants by Avery Dennison
office products.

Now called everything from
office professionals to executive
coordinators, secretaries assume
managerial tasks, train staff.

research presentations and serve
on committees.
"I used to be tied to a desk, but
now I have a lot more flexibility
and opportunity and challenges,"
said Natalie Bee. an executive secretary at the McLeod Regional
Medical Center in Florence. S.C.
In the eight years that she has
worked there, the Medical Center
has doubled in size, increasing her
Job responsibilities. Along with her
secretarial tasks. Miss Bee maintains all files on the center's 3.800
employees and trains new secretaries.
"I'd like for my title to be Executive Assistant', because that's
what I consider myself to be," she
said.
That's not to say that Miss Bee
wants to scrap Ihe day. Proud of
her profession, she organizes an
educational program each year at
the center on Secretaries' Day.
Al many places, the day centers
around the anxious choice of a gift
or an invitation to lunch. As a

opponents have said Ohio has
responded to the need for educational funds "loo little, too late."
they have been looking for additional funds for some lime. He said
since 1995. Ohio has spent Its
highest percentage of Ihe state
budget on education.
He said people opposed to this
Issue vary from Ihose who think
Ihe bill does loo much for education and those who think it does
too little for education. Kurt M.
Young, running for Gardner's seat
In Ihe House, warns close to SI 1

billion spent on improving education.
Those who think the bill
demands too much are pushing for
Ihe privatization of education.
Gardner stressed the fact that
there were other tax proposals thai
called for additional money, but
that they never specified using ihe
money for education.
Whether Ihe proposal will even
out Ihe socioeconomic levels of the
different districts depends on how
Ihe Ohio General Assembly and
each of the local school districts

spend the money. Gardner said.
The Supreme Court has mandated
that Ihe district receives only whal
its residents can afford to pay
which means lhal wealthier districts will have more money raised.
he said.
Tim
Heffernan. education
major, said he Is concerned aboul
whether the money will lie split
equally.
"I've had lo leach in some lessfunded districts and I have to say
that some of them are hanging on
by a Ihread and seriously need

money put into vamping up their
schools," he said.
If Issue 2 Isn't passed, other
proposals have been made which
would still increase funding In
kindergarten through 12th grade.
"If this law Isn't passed, the
money's bound to come from
somewhere and a good place to
start could be right here at BG. I
don't think this school needs higher tuition fees," said Dave Herdl,
Junior marketing major.
Gardner said additional money
will help, but the most important

AuocUted Press photo
Denise Coit, left, a manager at the Siemen's Power Transmission and Distribution Plan in Wendell, N.C.
works with secretary Annette Scott. Coit says she works very hard to make sure her secretaries feel needed and tries not to even call them secretaries. Many companies are rethinking how secretaries are used
and what their job entitles.

result, bosses spend a lot of time
stewing about what to do.
Denise Colt, a manager at the
Siemens plant In Wendell, says
she's so worried about offending
her unit's three assistants that she
carefully explains that she doesn't
consider them secretaries but
would like to give them flowers and
lunch.
Gordon Nelson, a partner of,
Peterson Allred Nelson accountants In Logan. Utah, dreads the
day.
.,
"You have to make the decision
of who gets that recognition, and
what do you do for them." said Nelson, whose firm is giving gift baskets of toiletries — chosen by his
wife — to its assistants, along with
a lunch.
The recognition suits firm secretary Kathleen McCurdy. who
says she doesn't even mind being
called a secretary — "as long as
people realize what it means."
'There's a lot more to it than
people think." she said.

determinants of a child's educational well-being Is In the parents'
and the teachers. However, he '
made no specific mention to compensating Ihe teachers.
"No one knows with any certainty how the money will be dlstrib- ,,
uted. but that some good will come. _
out of S500 million," he said.' '
"Regardless of how the details will
be sorted out. this is but a big step.,
taken which can only benefit our
children. Although It's definitely ,
not the last word in improving our
children's education."

■

GARDNER
Continued from page one.
guaranteeing an equal split
between additional educational
funding and property tax reduction.
The bill has come about over the
last year, during which children's
education has been a growing concern. Gardner said if the bill Is
passed, lobbying for more funds
will not cease. He said there will
still be a need for additional money
for education.
According to Gardner, while

GREEK
Continued from page one.
Spring Awards will be handed out
to a fraternity and sorority who
best represented the spirit of Greek
Week. The award consists of a trophy and a SI.000 donation to the
charity of their choice.
"I'm looking forward to showing
Ihe great people of BG what we're
made of." Mike Graf of Delta Tau
Delta said
Nlese admits last year's celebra-

tion was fairly small, but expects it
lo be twice as big this year. He
would like to see it reach the proportion of Imporlancc it has at
other campuses around the
nation.
Tara Cleary. Alpha Zela Delta.
said she is looking forward lo
showing her sorority's spiril.
This is an important opportunity lo show- how strong and united we Greeks are. and I'm going to
like meeting new Greeks I haven't
gollen lo meet yet." she said

CHECK IT OUT
ONTHEWEB.

*
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www.ford.com

THE BG NEWS WANTS YOU!
Come fill out an application!
210 West Hall

Faculty, Staff, and Students
Receive 10% off your total order
when you present your BGSU ID.
.

GOOD ALL YEAR
1027 N. Main 352-4178

Great Food & Ice Cream

Stop monkeying around!
RE Management still has apartments available for
Fall 1998. Stop in and check out our listings.
Cmpta Manor
615 Second St.
701 Fourth St.
640 Eighth St.

3I5N. Main St.
825 Third St.
841 Eighth St.
313 N. Main
138 1/2 N. Main

317 N. Main
733 Manville
755 Manville
777 Manville

113 Railroad St.

352-9302
(next to Kinko's)
Mon-Fri 8-5

"

Sat 8-12

$400 CASH
BONUS
toward purchase or lease*

1998 Ford Escort ZZGL
You've hit the books. Now it's time to hit the road. Ford can help. College seniors
and grad students get $400 cash back* toward the purchase or Ford Credit
Red Carpet Lease of any eligible Ford or Mercury. It's academic: pocket the cash,
grab life by the wheel. For more College Graduate Purchase Program info,
call 1-800-321-1536 or visit the Web atwww.ford.com

faerevry (Q
•To be eta** you must graduate wnt> an assoasie* or bechator*deon»ibetwean ifti/9«and t/SVO o» be c-unanoy enroaao r» graduate school
-ou mj# purchase or lease your new vrr*c* between i/*>98 and i'V90 Some customer and veNde engrbaty reeawaons apply See your dealer lor data
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Tucker makes appearance
before Whitewater grand jury

A good perch

The Associated PftSM
LITTLE ROCK. Ark. — Former
Gov. Jim Guy Tucker went lo the
federal courthouse Tuesday for an
appearance before the Whitewater
grand Jury, his second visit lo the
panel.
Also at the courthouse was
Whitewater prosecutor Kenneth
Starr, who is usually not present
when the grand jury meets.
The grand jury iias been exploring the Arkansas business dealings of President Clinton and first
lady Hillary Rodham Clinton.
A lawyer for Tucker's co-defendant Susan McDougal has said
that prosecutors have directed her
to be in Little Rock Thursday for an
appearance before the panel. She
remains in California, awaiting

trial on charges of embezzling
SI50.000 while working for conductor Zubln Mehta and his wife.
She refused to testify before the
Whitewater grand Jury In September 1996. which resulted in an 18
month Jail term for contempt. She
completed the sentence last monlh
and then began serving a two-year
sentence for fraud in the Whitewater case.
Tucker, convicted of two felonies
at the same trial, served 18
months of home detention. He also
pleaded guilty In February to a
separate charge in an unrelated
case brought by Starr and still
faces sentencing on that conviction.
As part of his plea agreement In
(he second case, he has pledged to

cooperate with Starrs Investigation. He previously appeared
before the Whitewater grand Jury
April 7.
The panel Is looking into the
activities of Mrs. Clinton, former
Rose Law Firm attorney Webb
Hubbell and his father-in-law.
prominent Little Rock businessman Seth Ward, regarding five
adjoining parcels of real estate
controlled by James McDougal.
according lo recent grand jury witnesses and lawyers familiar with
the investigation.
McDougal ran the failed Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
that is at the center of the Whilewater investigation. He also stood
trial with Tucker and Mrs. McDou
gal and died in prison last month.

Suit says Nike statements
violate false-advertising law
ihc Asstx ialed Press

BG New» Photo by Jison Bowers
A red-eyed hawk rests on the fingertips of a keeper in the courtyard of the Student Union Tuesday.
It was brought by Rex and Sheila Miller, who are part of "Wind Beneath My Wings" out of Findlay.

SAN FRANCISCO - Nike's
claims that it pays overseas workers generously and protects them
from health hazards amount lo
false advertising, a lawsuit says
A Code of Conduct that the
world's largest athletic shoe maker
promoted in the media was misleading and intended "lo entice
consumers who do not want to
purchase products made in sweatshops." the suit said.
The code should l>e considered
Ihe equivalent of false advertising
claims, subjecting Nike lo potentially huge damages, said the lawsuit, filed in Superior Court.
Nike, based in Bcaverton. Ore.,
has about 22.000 employees, but
most of its products are made by
450.000 workers in Asian factories
nin by contractors.
The suit said Nike has staled
that it guarantees a "living wage"
to all workers, that its workers in
Southeast Asia make twice the
local minimum wage, receive tree
meals and health care, and are
protected from corporal punishment: and that it complies with
government rules on wages, hours
and health and safety conditions.

"We have always been concerned about the
health safety and wage levels of our workers
and have consistently taken steps to help
create the very best workplaces."
Nike spokesperson
in response to the suit
Those claims, the suit says, are
refuted by studies from labor and
human rights groups, news media
investigations and especially a
January 1997 audit by the firm of
Ernst & Young.
The audit, commissioned by
Nike, was leaked to reporters last
November. It found that employees
In a large Vietnam shoe factory
were exposed to cancer-causing
toluene and suffered a high incidence of respiratory problems.
"We have always been concerned about the health, safety
and wage levels of our workers and
have consistently taken steps to
help create the very best workplaces." the company said in a
statement responding to the suit.
The Nike suit asks for the
amount equal all Its California

Sales & Marketing Club * Sales & Marketing Club

DON'T FORGET
COMPLETE THE ACADEMIC
ADVISING SURVEY ON THE
WEB AND BE ELIGIBLE FOR A
DRAWING $300 GIFT CERTIFICATE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

http://www.
bgsu.edu/offices/
advising/survey
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PRIME RIB

NEED A NEW
CAR OR BIKE?

profits, said Philip Neumark. a
consumer lawyer taking part In the
suit. He said the money could be
paid lo workers or consumers, as
determined by the trial Judge.
It also seeks a company-funded
"public Information campaign" to
correct past untruths and a ban on
future misrepresentations.
Nike said the suit contained no
new claims and "appears to be
more ol a press release dressed up
like a lawsuit."
"Nike assures every consumer
that each of these claims and others brought to our attention have
been previously addressed through
penalties, new Investments In
training and equipment designed
to Improve the workplace." the
company said.

* • •>

SEAFOOD

JOIN US AT THE

SPEED TOUR 98

APRIL 22 & 23

9AM-5PM

COMMUTER MALL

STEAK HOUSE

NEW CARS! • ON CAMPUS!
BIKES!
• RAFFLE!
• NO SALES PRESSURE!

ESTABLISHED

19 5 1

163 South Main Street - Bowling Green - 352 2595

Sales & Marketing Club * Sales & Marketing Club

Come and Party at the

Falcon Frenzy!!!
Wednesday, April 22nd
7:30 PM
Amani Room
tit

Congratulation/ 1998 Beta

S00 Team niember/u^1
it Gould

Jeff Adam/ f^~
Ron Bi/e

Eric BizjakV^f*
flndy Brcchbuhler

lark Kovi
le//e Kreinbrink
Jeff martinelli

Bfett Gerbolh
Jmmci Phi Cn/ilon • Sin Co • Jiomo Phi Co/ilon
ij + tr-k-Cr-k-to + G-kitir-ir-k-Cr-k-ti

FREE FOOD
& MOCKTAILS
GAMES, MUSIC,
PRIZES AND
MUCH MORE!!!
Sponsored by Mortar Board,
University Activities Organization,
Programmer's Council, and the
Office of Resident Life.
'ffldJBIBSdlSISISISI&I&Ti

i

FALL 1998 LISTS
:l NOW AUAILABLE!

An Zoe+tiH<f WUU Ike StaU
A semi-formal dance sponsored by
the Honors Student Association.
Date: Friday, April 24, 199$
Time: 7:00 - 11:00 p.m.
Place: St. Thomas More Gymnasium
425 Thurstin
TickeM are $5.00 per peraon, bururible. They are available
in the Honor* Office. 104 Unrveraity Hall.

Drinks and hors d'oeuvres will be served.
tfr*<r*<r*i**i>*tt*<r*<r*i*

3 Person Rate
Available
Now!
(Limited number available)

Frazee Ave. Apts.
East Merry Ave.
Field Manor Apts.

ft

GUENIHAIt, INC.

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9a.m. • 5pm.
Saturday
9a.m. - 1p.m.

(ireenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224EWooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402
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Justice, Indians romp past Sox
The Associated Press

NBA.NHL
playoffs
examined
There's a lot to cover In this
week's Post so let's get right to
It.
NBA Playoffs- It's refreshing to enter a playoff season
where a Bulls championship Is
not a preordained fact. Of the
16 teams entering the playoffs,
I feel that five have a legitimate shot at the title. Let's
start by breaking it down, series by series.
Bulls vs Nets -- No brainer,
but not as easy as many think.
Bulls 3-1.
Knick vs Heat - Ouch. This
series will be very ugly. Heat
3-2.
Hawks vs Hornets - Season
sweep by Hornets not indicative of how this series will go.
Hornets 3-2.
Pacers vs Ca vs - This one is
wide open. I'll take my hometown team, but the senarlo
could easily be reversed. Cavs
3-2.
Jazz vs Rockets - This is
Utah's best chance yet and
they have an easy draw with
Houston who has a major case
of Celtics' disease. Jazz 3-0.
Sonlcs vs Tlmberwolves The education of Minnesota
continues. Sonics 3-1.
Lakers vs Blazers - Lakers
are red hot and my choice to
win It all. Lakers 3-0.
Spurs vs Suns - Yikes. The
Triple Towers vs Run and Gun
Incorporated. This is easily
the most open series of the
first round. Suns 3-2.
After the first round, the
Cavs will give a good showing
for themselves in a 4-2 series
loss to the Heat, while Chicago
will have a harder time with
Charlotte than anyone expects.
The Lakers-Sonics series will
go to seven, but I think L.A. Is
too hot to stop now. The Jazz,
meanwhile, will waltz over the
exhausted Suns.
Come conference championship time, the Heat will go to
seven against the Bulls, only tc
be unseated by you-know-who.
The Lakers will need six to get
past Utah who will show the
opening signs of Celtics'
disease during this series.
The Finals will prove to be a
classic as Shaq finally gets his
ring as the Lakers will dispose
of the Bulls in six. Yes, folks I
was sober at the time of this
writing.
NHL Playoffs- No shortage
of drama here, either. Let's
break it down.
Devils vs Senators ~ Broduer or not, this is academic.
Devils 4-1.
Penguins vs Canadiens Pittsburgh Jusl has too much
firepower. Penguins 4-1.
Flyers vs Sabres - The
Flyers need to keep the pressure on constantly against
• See LEONARD, page eight.

CLEVELAND - David Justice
homered and drove in four runs
as the Cleveland Indians overcame an error-plagued four-run
inning to beat the Chicago White
Sox 14-6 Tuesday night.
Albert Belle, returning to the
park where he flipped an obscene
gesture to abusive fans last
season, went l-for-3 with two
walks. Belle, batting .177, was
showered with boos but only minimal debris on this trip to Cleveland.
Kenny Lofton, who teamed
with Belle to lead the Indians to
their first World Series in 41
years in 1995, was back in the

lineup a day after being carted
off the field In Boston. The
center fielder slipped in the outfield on Monday and was driven
off the field In a cart, but didn't
miss a game.
Cleveland starter Chad Ogea
came off the disabled list to make
his first start of the season. The
Indians built a 7-0 lead against
James Baldwin (2-2), but Ogea
didn't make it out of the fifth. He
left with a 7-2 lead, and Jose
Mesa got Belle to ground into a
double play with the bases loaded
to end the inning.
Errors by Manny Ramirez and
Shawon Dunston led to Chicago's
four unearned runs in the sixth,

Cleveland scored two in the
first on Jim Thome's double over
Belle's head in left, and Justice
made it 5-0 with his fourth homer
in the second.
Last season. Belle had fake
money and garbage thrown at
him in his return to Jacobs Field.
He also homered, flipped an obscene gesture to the fans and was
fined $5,000 by AL president
Gene Budig.
Things were much quieter this
time around, and' Belle smacked
the first pitch he saw from Ogea
right past the mound into centet
field for a hit.

The Associated Press
CHARLOTTE, N.C. - The
Washington Redskins today
cleared the way for the Carolina
Panthers to acquire Sean Gilbert
and make him the NFL's highest
paid defender.
Gilbert, who sat out the entire
1997 season in a salary dispute
with the Redskins, signed an
offer sheet from Carolina on
Monday for a seven-year contract worth $46.5 million. The
Redskins late this morning notified the Panthers and the league
office that they would not attempt to match the offer, freeing
up Gilbert to Join the Panthers.
Carolina planned late afternoon news conference to introduce Gilbert as the newest Panther.
Washington had seven days to
decide whether to match the
deal, but decided not to prolong
what most considered was a done
deal.
Washington will receive two
first-round draft choices from
the Panthers for Gilbert, the
third overall selection in the 1992
draft. Washington gave up one
first-round pick to acquire Gilbert from the St. Louis Rams in
1996.
The offer sheet Gilbert signed
represents the same deal he was
offered March 24. That trans-

"I'm more than
thrilled. It was much
better than Cats.
Sean Gilbert
defensive end
action was not completed because the Panthers and Redskins
could not agree on compensation;
Washington demanded Carolina's
first-round choice in last weekend's draft, and the Panthers refused.
The Panthers made a trade last
Thursday with Miami that gave
them an extra first-round choice
In the 2000 draft, thereby freeing
Carolina to complete the postdraft acquisition of Gilbert.
Gilbert's relationship with the
Redskins soured early last spring
when the team designated him as
its franchise player for 1997. The
Redskins then offered Gilbert a
multiyear contract averaging $4
million per year, but Gilbert
wanted at least $4.5 million.
His deal with the Panthers,
which includes a $10 million signing bonus, averages more than
$6.6 million a year, moving him
past the $6.5 million average paid
by Minnesota to defensive lineman John Randle.

BG Nf*i Paeto by Jaior Bower*

Drew Niles and the Bowling Green baseball team defeated Wright State 3 0 yesterday. Eight Falcon
pitchers combined for the shutout.

Reds' Tomko outduels Schilling in 6-3 win
The Associated Press
PHILADELPHIA - It was a rough
night for Curt Schilling and the Philadelphia Phillies.
Last-minute replacement Dmitri
Young had a two-run single as the Cincinnati Reds roughed up Schilling and
handed the Phillies their sixth straight
loss, 6-3 Tuesday night.
"Our hitters really came through tonight," said Reds starter Brett Tomko,
who allowed three runs and eight hits In 7
1-3 Innings. "To get those runs off a guy
like Schilling, that's huge."
Schilling (2-2) gave up three runs In the
first five innings and left after seven. He
gave up seven hits and struck out 11, increasing his major league-leading total to
52.

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
3 bedroom/ 2 baths, Furnished, Close to Campus
^^ ^_ ^_ ^^p«p™
^^^y£TOrr

Total Rent per Month
'Limited time, Hurry!"!!

224 E. Wooster GREENBRIAR, INC.
Hours:
Bowling Green,
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm
OH 43402
Saturday 9am-1 pm

Come in today before
it is TOO LATE!
I

toward Belle from the left-field
bleachers.
Justice hit a three-run homer
in the second and an RBI double
during Cleveland's five-run
eighth against Mike Rizzo and
Carlos Castillo.
Mesa (2-0), unhappy about being banished from the closer role
for the second straight season, allowed three hits and no earned
runs in 2 2-3 innings. He struck
out five, including the side in the
seventh.
Paul Assenmacher struck out
two in a perfect eighth, and Eric
Plunk pitched the ninth. The
White Sox lost their fourth
straight.

Carolina signs
Gilbert to offer sheet

FALL 1998 Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!
!

cutting the lead to 7-6 and redirecting the sellout crowd's
wrath from Belle to Mesa.
First, Ramirez dropped Robin
Ventura's leadoff fly ball. Magglio Ordonez singled, and Chad
Kreuter singled in Ventura. Mike
Caruso's grounder to second
went under Dunston's glove for a
two-base error that scored Ordonez, and Mike Cameron cut it
to 7-6 with a two-run single.
Travis Fryman made it 9-6 with
a two-run single to left off Keith
Foulke in the seventh. Belle fielded the single to left, and Fryman
was thrown out at second on the
relay - resulting in the only
flurry of papers and garbage

I

"I've been pitching losing baseball,"
said Schilling, who has lost his last two
starts. "The other kid outpitched me.
He's got good stuff and moves the ball in
and out. He really knows what he's doing
out there."
Tomko (3-1) had a four-hit shutout going Into the seventh Inning before giving
up his first homer of the season, a tworun shot to Rico Brogna.
"I didn't watch it because I knew it was
out," Tomko said.
Tomko was relieved by Jeff Shaw with
one out in the eighth. Shaw retired the
final five batters for his sixth save of the
season. He has retired the last 15 batters
he's faced and has saves in six of the
Reds' nine victories.
'Tomko was just outstanding," said
Reds manager Jack McKeon. "He's

pitched well for us every time out. He got
a little tired but Shaw came in and did the
job."
Young filled in for center fielder Reggie Sanders and went 2-for-4. Sanders
fell down the dugout steps during batting
practice and hurt his right ankle, but the
injury wasn't believed to be serious.
Cincinnati took a 1-0 lead In the first
inning when Chris Stynes led off with a
single and went to second on Lenny Harris' single. Both runners advanced on
Barry Larkin's sacrifice and Ed Taubensee singled in Stynes.
The Reds took a 3-0 lead in the fifth inning on an RBI double by Joe Nunnally
and an RBI single by Larkin.
Tomko was in command until the seventh when Mike Lieberthal singled and
Brogna followed with his fourth homer of

19981^

i

the season, a drive to deep right field to."
cut the lead to 3-2. It was only the second;
homer allowed by Reds pitchers In th*>
last 56 Innings.
Cincinnati added three runs In the;
eighth on Young's two-run single and;
Nunnally's RBI single. The Phillies:
scored a run In the bottom of the inning'
on Gregg Jeffries' RBI double, and hadj
runners on first and third after right;
fielder Nunnally dropped Scott Rolen's;
fly ball.
But Shaw came In and struck out Mike
Lieberthal and, after Rolen stole second,
retired Brogna on a fly to right.
Notes: David Weathers, scheduled to
start Wednesday's game, left the team ta
attend the funeral of his father in Ten-

MondayTuesday <£
Wednesday Only!

AJicole Amersbach Katie Candry
Mindy Arnold
Jrancee Peters
Julie Avrilio
Jessica Happ
April tfowe
Holli Reitzel
Emilee Dalton
Kristen Roman
Anne Halt
Katie Sears
Keri Hirz
Lauren Velotta
Erica Wojtowicz

Item

$9,00
Extra cheese and items available at an additional
charge. Please mention special when ordering
Expires 5-6-98

Call Now for Free Delivery!*

Congratulations to our new
initiates!

IOICT

of

352-3080
'LlmfiedDOvecyAnn. Minimum ordei requited

•AZHIC/IGO

pizza

0

COMPANY
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1068 N. Main
(Next (o ]
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Red Wings start title defense
The Associated Press
DETROIT - Much of the joy
the Stanley Cup has given Detroit
over the past 10 months suddenly
has faded. It's time for the Red
Wings to defend their championship, and the playoffs always
seem to make folks nervous at
Joe Louis Arena.
There appears to be good
reason for the worry, too. For one
thing, the Red Wings finished off
the regular season with three
straight loses, all on the road. For
another, they have at least four
key players who are likely to
miss Wednesday night's firstround opener against Phoenix
because of injuries.
And, finally, there are the
Coyotes.
.
Phoenix was one of the three
teams that beat the Red Wings on
that final road swing. Plus, the
Red Wings still remember the
first round of the 1996 playoffs,
when Detroit ended the franchise's existence as the Winnipeg
Jets.
"Two years ago, when we
played them in Winnipeg, they
gave us a good battle," Detroit
forward Kirk Maltby said. "We
went six games with them before
we won and I think that wore this
team down."
As a result, the Red Wings
were eliminated by the Colorado
Avalanche in the conference finals.
The Red Wings were 3-1-2
against Phoenix this season but
the Coyotes played them tough in
most of those games.
"Other than the last game in
Detroit (a 5-1 Red Wings win),

every single game we've played
against them has been really
tight," Detroit goalie Chris Osgood said. "We don't take them
for granted one bit. They're a
team that's played us tough ever
since they were in Winnipeg."
The Red Wings head into the
playoffs as the No. 3 seed, just as
they did last year when they ended a 42-year drought without the
Cup. The Red Wings were
44-23-15 this year, third-best in
the Nil but will enter the
playoffs without Doug Brown,
Brendan Shanahan, Kris Draper
and Brent Gilchrist.
Phoenix drew the Red Wings
with the sixth seed by virtue of a
35-35-12 finish. While their record doesn't compare with Detroit's, the Coyotes consider it
nothing less than a modern miracle considering the hard times
this club has endured.

Falcon baseball wins
The Falcon baseball team beat Wright State 3-0 in a home game
Tuesday afternoon.
Eight BG pitchers contributed to the shutout with Andy Butler
getting the win. Butler's record is now 5-1. Chad Curlis was credited with the save.
Brian Cannon singled In the Falcons' first run in the first inning. The Falcons would strike again with two runs in the sixth
Inning thanks a Matt Mlynarek double.
The win raises BG's record to 20-14, while Wright State drops
to 17-24.

White changes mind; will play next year
GREEN BAY, Wis. - Just two days after he announced his retirement, Reggie White has changed his mind and intends to play
for the Green Bay Packers next season.
"I have re-evaluated my decision," White said in a statement
released by the Packers on Tuesday. "I decided I would not retire and that I would play one more year."
On Sunday, the 36-year-old defensive end said he was retiring
because of a bad back. He had planned a farewell news conference in Green Bay on Wednesday.
The NFL's all-time leading sacker said he would explain why
he changed his mind at the news conference, which is still
planned as scheduled.

The Coyotes led the NHL with
476 man-games lost to Injury and
put 27 different players on the injured reserve list at one time or
another this season. Only defenseman Teppo Numminen
played all 82 games.
Keith Tkachuk and Jeremy
Roenick are back and Craig Janney returned from a 14-day absence last week. Still, the Coyotes
have several players banged up
and Juha Ylonen is likely to miss
the first round entirely.

Johnson suspended
SEATTLE - Randy Johnson, already off to a tough start this
season with the Seattle Mariners, was given a three-game suspension Tuesday for throwing a fastball too close to Kenny Lofton's head last week in Cleveland.
Johnson does not plan to appeal. The penalty Imposed by AL
president Gene Budlg takes effect Friday, meaning Johnson will
miss his next scheduled start Saturday night against Minnesota.

Lions trade Milburn to Packers for conditional
draft pick
AMOCISJIcd PITH

pkol.

"I've said I've been proud of The Detroit Red Wings start their defense of the Stanley Cup today in
them all along," Phoenix coach their first-round series with the Phoenix Coyotes.
Jim Schoenfeld said. "They
fought through a lot. I think it's chance."
best-of-seven series then shifts
all a credit to the players. They
Game 2 is scheduled for Friday to Phoenix for games Sunday and
refused to quit when they had a night at Joe Louis. Action in the April 28.

LEONARD —
Continued from page seven.

'gets hot, this will be a quick series. Avs 4-1.

Buffalo. If the Dominator gets
hot, this will be an upset. Flyers
4-3
Bruins vs Capitals - Toss the
coin, this one's wide open. Caps
4-3. Stars vs Sharks - There will
be no choking this year for Dallas. Stars 4-0.
Avalanche vs Oilers ~ Colorado's injuries aside, unless Cujo

Red Wings vs Coyotes - The
Wings are just too strong. Red
Wings 4-1.
Blues vs Kings - This series is
the NHL's answer to KnicksHeat. Tony Twist might drop the
gloves every night. Blues 4-3. The
second round will be predictable
in the Eastern Conference. Pitts-

Sports Briefs

burgh will outlast the Flyers, 4-2,
while New Jersey will dominate
the Caps, 4-0. In a good series,
Pittsburgh will overpower the
Devils with their firepower and
win the East, 4-2.
The West, on the other hand,
will be wild. The Stars will have
to endure a determined Blues
offensive to advance. The key to
Lord Stanley's Cup, however, lies
in the Red Wings-Avs series. I believe Detroit will win this series.

but if it goes to seven, the Wings
will fall to the Stars in the conference finals. As I see it,
however, the series will be
bloody, brutal — and short. The
Red Wings will beat the Avs 4-0
and outlast the Stars, 4-2.
I can't see any Eastern Conference team running with Detroit
or Dallas in the Finals. As such,
Detroit will hoist the Cup again
with a 4-2 victory over New Jersey in the Stanley Cup Finals.

MATCH POINT

FOLLOW THE
SIGNS TO

Always keep a shovel,
rake and water nearby
when burning debris.
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

PONTIAC, Mich. - The Detroit Lions traded kick returner
Glyn Milburn to the Green Bay Packers on Tuesday for a conditional 1999 draft choice.
The Lions made the deal three days after taking Terry Fair In
the first round of the NFL draft.
Milburn, acquired from Denver two years ago, averaged only
9.2 yards on 47 punt returns last season and didn't break any for
a touchdown. He averaged 23.9 yards on 64 klckoff returns.
Fair, who has been timed at 434 in the 40-yard dash, averaged
14.3 yards on 19 punt returns for the Volunteers last season.
Fair's main position is cornerback.

Hampton released by Giants
EAST RUTHERFORD, NJ. - Rodney Hampton, the leading
rusher in New York Giants history, was released today in a salary-cutting move. The team signed free-agent running back Gary
Brown to replace him.
"It's a numbers game," Hampton said. "They have younger
guys. I've been around. I know it's a business."
The 29-year-old running back played eight years for the
Giants, Including five straight 1,000-yard seasons from 1991-95.
Just two years ago, the Giants matched a six-year, $16.45 million
offer from San Francisco to keep him.
But last season, Hampton underwent arthroscopic knee surgery during the exhibition season and didn't play until the next to
last game of the year against Washington, one that clinched the
NFC East title for the Giants.
Hampton said he had no regrets about leaving the team, but
wished he had been released after last season to have an opportunity to catch on elsewhere.
Brown, 29, spent last year with San Diego after sitting out a
season and ran for 945 yards.
He will make a reported $400,000 on a one-year contract.
Hampton was to make $1,925 million next season although they
also will be charged $1.8 million against the salary cap for his
signing bonus.
compiled from staff and wire reports

u

Depression
is an illnessnot a weakness.

American Heart
Association-'
Figheng Hmfl 0HMM
sntlSVOkt

jRfar of PRF ss/0<v

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE!
Newly Constructed for Fall 1998
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C, &
Fireplaces
808 Frazee Ave.

352-0717
CREENBRIAR,

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. -5 p.m.
Saturday
INC. 9 a.m. -1 p.m.

HURRY FOR A NEW APARTMENT IN THE FALl

FEATURING LIVE MUSIC BY:
• 10 WATT
• TITO SLACK
• TRASHCAN PHILOSOPHERS

WOMEN'S SOfT6ALL
6GSU

I. e org

Medical miracles
stail with research
Front and Center
Sponsored by The &G News

with Carrie and Jocelyn
WFAL 630 AM/
Wood Cable Channel 20
Wednesdays 7 pm - 9 pm
Call m at 372-2416
This week's topic:
Chapman Hall update
Listen between & - 0:20 for
your chance to win free passes
to Frarkiqs tjplsee Go"i Tooth
P^splay «vir.| Pinter Pelores

SaiuWB*ril 25th.

vs.

9QnAG8

Cleveland St.

Tit
%ohtdt»*ePohot

(Double header)

Thursday, April 23rd
7-10 p.m.
Anderson Arena

TRfAT Of P/?fSS/0/V

hup Avww.save.org

AMERICAN HEART
■ ASSOCIATION
MEMORIALS 4 TRIBL It

224E. Wooster
Bowling Green
OHIO
43402

It claims (rood people.

Wednesday
3:30
Softball Diamonds
Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID

Alternative Clothing • Spring W.af
• Beodssd/Hemp Jewelry • Imported
Ctgors • Clove Cigarettes ■ incense •
Unlqu. Canon* • Tapsatnes • Snck.rs
• Posts*! • 200. lees • Patchwork
Pantj • He* GKtte: (oc*3 » silver) »
others • Body Purifiers (100%
guarontMt» Hat Coloring
|WI Km V»CO* • LafOMt CoUctlon o(
Spanish videos < Hundreds of
Cn«o>en's Vldefjs • Comedy
445 E. Woosier
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

T—
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Classified
Ads

372-6977
n« BG Nm will Ml kaowtngly **q* advemicmcntv
thai JiwnmMic .or wnn|c d«cfim««««Qn agauou •*>
lOdivKhulw group «nih«ba*Uofiaot.*ei. color, creed.
rcllgWa. RMKNMI ongiit. MIIMI orteKMWn. dn*Muy
VMM ai • veierao. or on dtr baui of any other Irgaily
prowcird uaiua
Tt»t BG Nr*a reaer*ta the ngta lo decline. ducoMinuc
* aa *ote fooad tobc
or revise any
drfamauiry lacking in factual b ■It, irutbadiag or fii*
nature All ad*ert»cmcfiU are uibfaci to cdiliag and
approval
The BG Ne»». aa a forum open lo IM puMic. rccognitn
trie impmairxliiy of preventing all of thu type of ad*erIiung and Iherelbre encourage* our reader, lo bewaic
Always be famaliar with a hutinc** before tending money
or pro* idingperMMl credii uilnrmauoa Please remember, if ii (oundt loo good ID be (rur. it probably n
.ngdepn,
You can help in by calling the a
419-ITI 2b05*ithyoorcornpUMnbandiuaject».ini We
aak that yaw pteaac provide your name. addreaa. and phone
number, along with your iprcific commenu With your
help we can make Tne BG New. a better pubficaiion

The BG News
HEY YOU,
WANTTOOETLUCKV?
Gal your chance
at Via Beyond BG
Senior Celebration.
Remember you mutt
be there to win tie
prizoe you bought tickets lor.
BEYOND BO

-U-Haul Trucka * Trailers"
352-2958, 1055 N Us In
U-H.ul Rental a

and enthusiasm We love you i

ITS time lo claim
YOUR NEW CAR...
The 1998 Nissan Alrjma
Rattle is TOMORROW al
Beyond BG in Anderson Arena 7-10pm
Must be present lo win i

Join WFAL and Foundera tor the
Spring Concert BBQ
The festivities begin at 1 pmthle Saturday
food by Founders' Volleyball ■ Tie-dye
and morel Bands performing are:
3pm:Fonii.5pm:TBA.7pm: 10 Watt

~"aoxcrrr~

Sport Management Alliance Presents
an evening with Amorm Denials
7 30 pm Wed April 22 115 Otsc
Antonio Darnels win speak
briefly on his first year experience
at the NBA and the role of agents.
A question and answer session will
follow. Open to anyonel Frael

STOP in SI Beyond BG
Outstanding Senior Award
"One Last Taste of BG"
A taste lest of BG restaurants
FREE FOOOIFREE CARi FREE RENTI
Anderson Arena-Apnl 23rd. 7-10pm

Hey UAO Members'

Used CD Sale
4/21-4/24.10am-4pm
Education Building Slaps
Questions: 372 2343
Sponsored by UAO

Don! forget the
UAO SPRING BLOWOUT
this Saturday!
l:0Opm-3 OOpm
Memorial HaN Lawn
(off Ridge St |
Oueatlona? Call 372-2343

PHI ETA SIGMA
HAPPY HOURS:
Thursday. April 23 at
Campus Polleyes al 8-?:30pm

PERSONALS

WFAL
is taking you back to the 80s'
On April 22 be sure lo calch
The Breakfast Club at 7pm and
16 Candlee at 9pm in 111 CHscamp'
It's only t1 SO to see them both
and have a chance lo w m some
great prizes"

TOM tree 1-800-218-9000 EH.

Friday's at Kamikazes
25 cent draft 4-8pm
Your Friday afternoon destination

• ALPHA GAMMA DE LTA ■
The AGD's are looking for houseboys for the
1998 99 school year > you are interested call
Jana at 372-3408
• ALPHA GAMMA DELTA ■

S1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
Free information CalUIO-347-1475.

"Free ■ companion dog. Sweel, loving. VERY
well-trained older English Spaniel. Would
make a wonderful pevcomparaon tor just the
right person. Call 823-3033. before 9pm

HEY Kamikazes.
The great music nice bartenders, and great
tasting kamikazes make for a lun Saturday
night.
Thanks"

Hey Students'
Get ready for the
FALCON FRENZYIII
Wednesday. April 22nd
AmantRoom
FREEI
Come for food, mocktails. music.
games, and funl

ADOPTION LOVING. COLLEGE EDUCATED
COUPLE wishes to adopt We can provide a
chad with fine education A a beautiful home
filled with much love 8 laughter Please call
Cindy 8 Don 800-333-2118.
AGD'AGD'AGD
Congratulations to Jana Meyer on being inducted into Mortar Board and being elected as tie
secretary!
AGD'AGD'AGD
AGD'AGD'AGD
Congratulations lo Megan Faulkerson on being
chosen as the Special Events [Vector for
UAOI
AGD'AGD'AGD
AGO'AGO'AGO
Congratulalons to Beth Koscho and Lisa
Usselli on being tapped into Order ol Omega*
AGD'AGD'AGD

Male sublsr needed lor Fal semester 606 E
Wooeter. Green house across from Founders
Awesome location. Washer-Dryer Cool Firms.
CallJohnal 353-1299.
One sublessor needed for summer 1998
4 bdrm house, 2 baths, air conditioning
Great location, 1 block from campus
Please contact 352-9688.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Congratulations totheKCREWfora great pertormance on Saturday We're so proud of you1
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
KD Cheer Bear KD
Congratulations lo Ussy Moorman,
week's recipient of the Cheer Bearl
KD Cheer Bear KD

this

KKG ' BETA ' KKG
The sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma would like
to thank our BETA 500 coaches for al their
help. You guys were greatl
KKG'BETA'KKG
KKG ' KKG ' KKG
A special thank you to Lindsay Dougherty tor
making BETA week so fun and special! We
love you Lindsay I
KKG ' KKG ' KKG
PI PHI'PI PHI
Great job to our:
Beta 500 Team:
Sarah Caroil
Ban Ryan
Karl Hi rz
Kate Body
Lindsay Dybmzski
WE LOVE YOUI
PI PHI' PI PHI

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
Do you have a Summer (Ob?
Is 11 related to your major/car ear goals ?
Come and see it you qualify for
CO-OP 050
a NO-COST transcript notation
Lend CREOfBllTY to your employment
Co-op: 310 SS Bldg 372 2451 details

Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
Congratulations to Carrie Ztfnmer on finally
gemng lavaliered to Ryan Albnght of ZBT To
badit'sMIAIGoBiggyl
Love little a?

Female sublessor needed
475.00 Entae summer
♦ Electric
Call Aaron 352 8635
or Heather 352-8443.

Looking tor house or apt. to rent or sublease
from Aug lo Sepl lor family ol 3 Call 352-1346

IFC'PANHEL'NPHC
GREEK SPRING AWARDS
Sunday Apr 26 @7:00pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Come and see it you're a
WINNER'
IFC'PANHEL'NPHC

"Kappa Delta"
Kappa Delia is proud to announce our sister of
the week. Carolyn ORourka.
"Kappa Delta"

720 2nd Street 1 A. 1 bdrm. apt. Furnished with
air condition Separate kitchen space. For May
15 thru Aug to is goes tor 720 tor whoel sum
mar Call AlbertQ 354-2389 or email BojoAl

Female subieaaer needed for summer fa targe
two bedroom apartment. Own room.
COO.OO/month. Contact Stacey al 353-5029

7:30 pm

— ALPHA CHI OMEGA '"
The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega would i*e
to congratulate KeMy Gsrvm on her
pearling to Ryan Rizzo a BGSU Alum.
Bast Wisheslll
•" ALPHA CHI OMEGA ""

WANTED
1 M or F rmss. needed for Aug ge thru Aug W
12 mo lease Own room In Ig 2 bdrm house.
266 Manvitle. off st pkg Close to campus Call
854-2280 or 352-2580

stier class

— ALPHA CHI OMEGA"'
The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega would Ilka
to congratulate Karrssa Korpila on her
levaliehng to Sigma Chi Brian Reese
from OSU Best Wishesil1
— ALPHA CHI OMEGA—

POSTER SALE
WedApr22-FnApr24
MatlvScience Bldg.
10XI0arn-5«lpm
Graal poster sale including ones from:
Titanic. Good Wit Hunting. Music
posters and Moral
Questions' Call 372-7184
Sponsored by UAO

BGSU Habitat for Humanity
SLEEP-OUT FOR THE HOMELESS
Friday Apr 2*
Tlckata-Wad -Frl tf>-2pm Union Foyar
— M BuraaraBIa —

Free Cash Grants i
College Scholarships. Business Medical Bills

Never repay
G-2078.

Deliver Die BG News
EXCELLENT Pay for 2-3 hrs.
ol hard work Mon-Fn
MUST have reliable transportation.
insurance, a clean driving record.
2 yr. commilrTient. GET PAJO
WELL 1 have all day 8 weekends
FREEI
Apply in person t> 204 West Hall
8.30 10.00am
AsktorTodd.

Weds, at KamiKazea
Karaoke with Rich Mohei
iOpm 2am Free pool all night

DZDeltaZelaDZ

NEED A NEW CAR OR BIKE?
Come to theCom muter Usll (behind Moseley)
today from 9- S tor the
BG SPEED TOUR 98
'Sponsored by Sales 8 Markelng Club

•"PasspornoBGSU —
Anyons who hM Ivaslam pa on tf*t
passport K> BGSU
piaasa !um it into lha UAO otsca
m 330 Sudani unon by Apnl 24lh
or at any UAO avant 10 ba abgibla
to' fha J250 University Bookstora
flirt certificate

WANTED:
A fun. dedicated gentleman for Alpha Chi
Omega Houaeooy. The job includes kitchen
cleaning, loss of fun, and free food al year.
Must be available the 1998 99 school year If
interested call: 372-8718 tor more itoll

DZDeltaZelaDZ
Congratulations u Jan Kayackaa
on your Golden Heart Award tor apart

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Tests
Confidential and Caring
354-4873. BG Pregnancy Center

MICHAEL GULEZIAN
Fn.Apr.24.1996
Ssver Paver Cafe
8:00pm
FREEI
Questions? Call 372-7184
Sponsored by UAO

GRADUATE STUDENT PARTY
Fn Apr 24 at lha-Junction"
FnM food from epm-flpm
SodalHourepm-?
Coma jontiaYaar End Bash
Sponaored by GSS

Visit trie streets olBG
m Anderson Arena
tor the "Last Tasks of BG"
People's Choice Awards
tor best Pizza. Subs. 8 Wings
Free Food. Free Prizes. Lure Bands
Tomorrow Aprs* 23rd. 7- 10pm.

COLUMBUS AREA STUDENTS
Summer Internships-$7.50/hr
available at NATIONWIDE I
Soph. Jr. or S» Bus. IPC or other major
for various office poaisons NOT SALES
Apply O Co-op: 310 St.Svcs Bldg.
2-2451 Deadline 4/21
MUST have Columbus housing.

SERVICES OFFERED

IFC'PANHEL'NPHC
GREEK SPRING AWARDS
Sunday Apr 26 O 7 Otom
LenhanGrand Ballroom
Come and see if you're a
WiNNERI
IFC • PANHEL • NPHC

CAMPUS EVENTS

HsyStuoentsI
Gat raady (or trie
FALCON FRENZY!"
Wednaiday. April 22nd
7:30 pm
Amaru Room
FREEI
Coma tor load. mocktass. music.
games, and ton!

CJO Meeting
Wed 0:15 pm I MBA
Secret Service
Elections I Free Pizza

page 9

Rmmte wanted summer and fall Large area
Own room. Basic uW included. Mostly fumished 6 pool. Call 354-9690
Roomate needed tor 98-99 school year. 2
bdrm 2 bath close lo campus. Tome or Jane @
372 1150.
Roomate needed lor female grad student Aug.
'98 thru May or Aug. '99 $185/mo • unl.. own
room Musi like cats. Call Liya 9353-1138.
leave msg.
Sublease/ needed lor summer. Call Don or
Todd at 352 5606
Summer sublessors needed lor
3 bedroom upper duplex.
Call 352-9836
Summer sublessor needed, t bedrm furnished
eft. apt., rent negotiable, call Dan 352-7598
Wanted: 1 or 2 Summer sublsrs needed for
large 1 bdrm apt dose to campus. Fum A/C
ItfOO mo Call al 354-3125
Wanted: Male/Female rmt needed lor Summer. Own bdrm turn. Call al 354-6671.
Will pay top $ tor graduaDon tickets Please call
Tamykaal 352 2072

• IS YOUR RESUME LACKING?
Find out why PIG. BM, Xerox. 6 hundreds of
other top companies want students who have
been through our summer training program.
Over 90% of the students using our placement
office found career jobs last year Average
monthly income S2174. All majors apply. Cal
1 800 307 8830
-United Parcel Service"
»500 Hiring Bonue
Midnight Shifts. Can for details
M S0/-our 8 great benefits
Cat UPS @ 419-881 -6820
To schedule an interview.
-United Psrcet Service"

375 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed! Coed summer campe in Pocono
Mountains. PA LoMkan. 1 J100-46*-4321,
www.lohlkan.com.
An unforgettable Summer Expenence working
with youth and teens al YMCA Storer Camps
located in Jackson. Ml. Seeking counselors,
lifeguards, sailing instructors, equestrian staff,
day camp assistants. Contact Liz Trapp or
Reggie Robertson at (517) 536-8607 or e-mail
us si ysprersydrrtd.nal
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR SHORT-TERM
WORK?
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR SUMME R WORK?
DATA ENTRY OPE RATORS
Possible summer jobs
located in the downtown Toledo area
JOB DESCRIPTION: AlphaNumenc Data Entry of Survey Intormaoon (mostly names and
addresses).
Must be able 10 type approximately 8.000 keystrokes with accuracy.
Hours: Monday-Friday-8am-4:30pm
Dress code: Business casual
Cal KELLY SERVICES NOW"
292-0555. EOE.
ATTENTION PSYCHOLOGY. EDUCATION.
SOCIAL WORK AND SOCIOLOGY MAJORS:
Gain valuable work expenence related to your
major. Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Northwestern Ohio is looking for 0 part-time secretary. Duties include general office management, as well aa assisong the Caseworker with
volunteer orientation and screening, and public
/stations events. A flexible schedule, including
some evening and weekend hours is required.
Please submit your resume by May t, 1996, to
Big Brothers/Big Sisters 0' Northestem Ohio.
1616 E Woosler St.. Unit R2-D, Bowling
Green. OH 4 402.
Babysitter needed
Mornings. Call 372-0479

or 354-2954.

HELP WANTED

Thurs. at Kamikazes
Pitcher speoals 7pm-2am

141 Heading Home lo Cleveland tor the Summer? Help pay tor Fall tuition or have extra *for
summer *7mr. 9-5 M-F No weekends 8 no
sxpenence necessary Modem Offices in
Cleveland Area Can 216 226-7117.

Tuesday's at Kamikazes
Ladies night. 75 cent drinks.

Hood's POSSIBLE TYPING Pan Time.
Al home Toll free (1)800-218-9000
Ext T-2076 tor listings.

Babysitter needed in our home. Call 352-5724.
Through summer /varying Dmes 4 4 5 year oid
children
__
CRUISE SHIP 4 LAND-TOUR JOBSExcetleni benefits. Wprld Travel. Ask us howl
517 324 3090 ext C5S444.
DIBENEDETTO-S SUMMER DELIVERY 4
PREP POSITION APPLY 2-5. M-F. 1432 E.
WOOSTER

WHY HAUL IT HOME
UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL

Denny Smith's BG Truck Accessories
1055 N Main ST. BG 352-2958

**L$g!*
U-HAUL
(•ESS*

<**&>»

♦ BOXES

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT

LET US HELP YOU
MOVE INTO YOUR
FUTUREI

RENTALS
* Trucks & Trailers

♦ TAPE

* OTHER MOVING SUPPLIES

* CALL US AND WE'LL PICK YOU UP *

993 S. Main
ATTENDANT ON DUTY 7 AM - 11 PM
Free Coffee and T.V.
REGISTER for MONTHLY PRIZES
and FREE WASH coupons

Buckeye
Self
Storage:

Summer Storage Available
24 Hour Access
For More Information
Call (419) 352-1520

UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL

UPSTAIRS AT

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE

N

\

2 Person Rate Available
$550/month Limited time only

*««*t^""*
\
JAZZ* nur

For:
Ridge Manor Apartments
(519 Ridge Street)
2 Bedroom, Furnished townhouses
Close to campus
Buff Apartments
(1470& 1490 Clough St.)
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath, Furnished, A/C

aaaaaaaaaaaaaalisTlT^aai

LHi plain
■artf

BGSU
TOTALLY NUDE!

\4

fk. Health
Parts
Wednesday, April 22nd
B

CASH & PRIZES
Wednesday S10 Dances
Thursday Amateur Contest

an •**r90frV,
"a,
**

*IO

$500 Cash Prize

<>^

1/2 Oft Covor till 7PM
Friday ft Saturday Party 'til 5AM
Sunday Open 6PM - 2 AM
'
;

$2.00 OFF WITH THIS AD ON APRIL 22ND

352-0717
Hours:
Monday - Friday

9a.m. -5p.m.
Saturday
9a.m. - 1p.m.

TT

PRESENTS:

TWILIGHT,
LOS ANGELES

come party with the trendsetters in Adult Entertainment

h^x

CHIMMUASL IMC

THEATRE

By Anna Deavere Smith
Eva Marie Saint Theatre

April 22-25 at 8 p.m.
April 26 at 2 p.m.
Call for Tickets 372-2719

FOR SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT.
Work 10 to 20 hrs./wk. with Power
Macs, XPreis. Illustrator, Photoshop,
ad/publication design, scanning...
and still havo time for classos.
INTERESTED? Send a summary of your background to:
Production Mgr./Student Publications, 204 West Hall or
e-mail (text rile only) to: dstutes@bqnet.bgsu.edu
by Wednesday, April ft.

BG NEWS PRODUCTION DEPT.
We've made some BIO changes.

.

I

Wednesday, April 22, 1998

The BG News
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OON-T MAO THIS if vou kk* wortung tor minimum ssaoa, slaying homa in ONo. & saak »scon>. non-nman*ng work. HOWEVER il you
•W ID Mm ouminomo money (S8300) naval
across tha country, 4 anfoy chrfyigtnq your
sstf to somattvng comptoMy wormoriM call
l 800-30 7-SB3B
Earn up to 17000 working M Put-ln-Cay
Inauranca raquraa you 10 ba at laast 25 yri. i
ok) Cal Tuaa.-Fn atta> 1:00 pm. (419)'
2*5-3030
Earn whHs you laani
Find out how you can maka axt/a monay wtnia
in achool. Work « your isisure any Dma you
want. Evan whan watching TV Call
1 SM 682-1728 ro find out how.
EH pamtafl wanted lor »ummar JB-Cyhr No
sip nacaiaary. Tolado araa. Can Matt
•1 -800-878-2658 an. 220.
Halp wantad Babyumr tor 2 ctmotan. In my
homa. Must ba anargstic. love sports & hava
own transportation Daisy summar work.
Ptaasa call Gas O 352-8284
Homa City lea Company is now twlng tor lhasa
positions: Routs Onvsrs. Production Stackart.
Truck Loadars. Compabvva wagas/ftsitfa
schedules Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan. Call tor details at
1-800-899-8070
Lawn mamlenance pt A full time
Hiring for summer at
Knickerbocker Lawn A Landscaping.
Call 352 5335
Lifeguards warned. Portage Quarry Accepting
appscaaon tor summer employment. Apply at
T-Square Graphics t> 121 S. Mam St.
LOOKING FOR FULL-TIME SLIMMER EMPLOYMENT?
CM you know that one of the large* l bakeries m
the U.S. is located only 25 minutes south of
Bowling Green? We produce brand name
cookies and snack crackers and have fuH-bme
summer pontons immediately open in our
Packaging and Mining Departments. No special skills needed.
WE PAY 87.00 PER HOUR PLUS SHrFT
PREMIUM
ATTENDANCE INCENTIVE BAKERY DISCOUNT
CONSOLIDATED BISCUIT COMPANY
312 Radar Rd .McComb. OH 45858
4ig-283-2811.Eia.232.
■Office Cleaning Evening
10-15 hre per week
Own trans required Call 352 5822

OSMOSE, INC.
FORESTRY TRAINEE*
Natonal Co. seeks serf-motivated
individuals to manage a utility pees
inspection team. Must arsoy outdoor
work and be waiting D travel to
temporary assignments in several staats
Osmose offers:
* Company Training
' First Year Earnings. Potential S2500.
* Eicellent Benefits package
• Profit-sharing bonuses
' Advancement Opponumt.es
Send resume to Osmose. PO Box 2527,
Mansfwld. Ohio. 44808

fcUfcUMW
PART-TIME

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
SUMMER
Are you looking tor pan time employment of 15
hours plus par weak wifhei walking distance to
B.G.S.U. campus? Interested in working various unskilled jobs in assembly packaging.
etc.? Rate of pay is $5.15 per hour. Apply in
person between the hours of 9:00 am and 5 00
pm (Monday-Friday) at:
Advanced Specialty Products, Inc.
428 Clough St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Sales dark position avail at Mike's Party Mart,
S. Main, located in Big Lots Plaza. 15-22 hrs.
wk . must ba friendly, honest, neat, depends
bie. avail, wkends A seeking steady employment. Apply between 6-5 wkdays. 352-8258.

SCOREKEEPERS
Sunday-Thursday
At Carter Park Softball Complex
$5 25 hour
Apply: 417 City Park Or. Bowling Green OH
City of Bowling Green is
an equal opportunity employer.

Seasonal Employment Opportunity
Brandywine Country Club la currently in need
of filling several positions in our Golf Dapt.
Bag-Cart-Range Attendants needed. Must be
available weekdays and weekends Hourly rate
plus gratuity. Apply at the Golf ShopBrandyvnne Country Club 6804 Salisbury Rd.
Maumee. Ohio 43537

STAFF COORDINATOR
Anne Grady Corporation, a long farm care facaity tor atMts with Developmental Csatmines
has one full-time 2nd shift Staff Coordinator
position available
Wll provide consistent supervision, direction,
training, and evaluation of habtktaoon stsff.
Coordinate and direct setwise* tor individuals
Promotes and facilitates active treatment.
Works direct care when necessary.
Candidate must be high school graduate or
equivalent: college degree in related field preferred: experience working with people with
Mental ReiardatKxvOeveiopniental DissBili
ties preferred; supervisory experience preferred
We offer a competitive wage and excellent
benefits are available. Eligible for medical and
dental benefits. Employee Assistance Program, Cafeteria Plan, paid vacation, paid sick
□ me. Tax Deferred Annuity Program.
Interested individuals should come to the
Center and complete an application
Anna Grady Corporation
1525 Eber Road

Holland. Orvo 43528
(419)866-6500
EOE

WIN A BIG SCREEN TV
OR
MAO SERVICE FOR A SEMESTER
while raising money tor your student
organization Earn up to $5.00 per
Visa/MasterCard appscaDon. The 1st
50 groups to complete the fundraissr
™os*reFREE MOVIE PASSESI
Call tor details 1 -800-832-052* , 75

Unison Behavioral Group. Inc.. a full service
provider of counseling and community support
services located in Toledo. Ohio, is seeking
candidates tor the foilowmg positions:
Case Manager: To provide community support
services to events with serious mental Jlness.
Responsibilities include providing assistance
with the social, vocational, economic, and environmental needs of assigned clients and assisting in their ability to live m the community.
Vakd driver's license and ONo counselor or
social worker license is required. Consideration will be given to candidates who have
passed the license teat, but have not yet
received their license
Clinical Thersplet:To provide support tor children, adolescents, parents, adults, and older
adults through short-term individual, group,
and family counseling services and specialized
programs Ouskfied candidates must have
strong clinical skills including the ability to
make clinical decisions and assessments
along with knowledge of therapeutic prnnciples
and practices and strong group process skills
Qualified candidates will possess MSW. MA.
Counseling or comparable degree leading to
Independent license.
Unison is also m need of Case Managers and
CO Counselors to work with clients with serious mental illness and substance abuse problems. Ohio counselor or social worker license
and CCDC I or RC status St minimum is requked.
Unison provides an excellent working environment with a competitive wage and benelt
package Including flexible scheduling to qualified applicants. Please send a resume and
cover letter inrkcalng which positJon you wish
to be considered tor.
Unison Behavioral Health Group. Inc.
Director. Human Resources
P.O.Box 1001S
Toledo. OH 43899-0015

Selied care tram S17S. Porsches. Cadillacs.
Chevys. BMWs. Corvettes. Also Jeeps.
4WDs Your area. Toll tree 1 BOO218 9000
Ext. A-2076 for currenl listings

2 Mm. 834 Scon Hamsun, A/C. Avail. May A
Aug. 1420 plus uDI Other locations avail Aug.
Eft. 1112 bdrm. NO PETS. 353-8208.

Used CO Sale
4/21-4/24,10am-4pm
Education Building Slaps
Questions: 372-2343
Sponsored by UAO

2 bdrm. fum. or unfum. apts.
724 8th St. 8 705 7th St.
12 unit apartment buildings
08-00 school year lease
$SO0 per month
FREE heat, water, sewer
gassndHBOIII
354-0014

FOR RENT

Apartments Available

FOR SALE
•""•oxcrrv —
BGSU Habitat tor Humanity
SLEEP-OUT FOR THE HOMELESS
FriAprM
Tlck.t.-Wed-FH 10-2pm Union Foyer
— 86 Bursarsbl* —
1991 Mazda Miata 72,000 mi
New exhaual $8000 OBO
Call 354-5298.
1993 Saturn SL2 4DR Excellent Cond
Loaded 63K mi $7650, or best offer Call
372-241*.
1994 Ford Ranger XLT 62.000mi 4 0 V6 air
auto. Asoy wheats $7500 Call 872-8749.
1984. 70,000 mi. Honda Civic EX 2dr 5 spd
power everything. New tires. $8200. Call
872-8749

82 Toyota Corolla. 51K mles Loaded. $7800.
Call 352-6638 attar 5 pm.
CARS FOR $100
Seized A sold locally this month.
Trucks. 4 x 4 s. etc
1 800 522 2730 sxi 4558
King Size Wsterbed (Oak) w bookcase head
board $350 obo. Acoustic electric bass guitar
$500 Call 352-3562

John Newtove Resl Estate
319 E WooslerSl
354-2280

* 501-803 5lh: 2 bdrm
* 309 High: 2 bdrm free heat.
water, sewer

NEWS
Need a job
next year?

•702 4th: 2 bdrm
upscale w/2 car
garage
*507E.Merrg:2bdrm

Txt ellent |>.iy lor 2- i hours
ill li.ird work Mond.iy -

f rid.iy beginning .it (> a.m.
MUSI have reliable transportation, (lean driving
n'< ord \ insurant e. 2 yeai
i ommitmenl needed.

Apply in person @ 204
West H.ill between H: il) &
I ():()() .Lin. As

1117117
or apply is person at:
5630
Airport Highway
Tolado

Management Inc.
2 bdrm Close 10 Campus. 710 N.
Km. irprbi i II. in/Sit.- Apts.) Rents starts

I bdrm 1062 Falrvtew Ave.

•543 6 Ih: 2bdrm/2balh

COriPLETE LISTING FOR
Management Inc.
Studio Apis. 215 E. Poe Kdlhsrritrrtn
Apts.) Laundry on site One person starts
at 230/mo utils are included
For more info call 353-5800

WEBSITE:
tv1pyAvWw.iv\¥loveixaltu.com
325 South nain. Street
(our only office)
352-5620

/tfEfcCA
Management Inc.
I bdrm 215 E. Pot KdiKxrgrccn Apls.l
Very spacious, laundry on site. Rent starts al
340/mo + elec For more info call 353-5800

4*fEfcCA
Management Inc.

NEWI9VE
Rentals

BOWLING GREEN
112 MERCER &WOOSTER

For a complete 1998/99
listing stop by our office,
1045 N. Main.
or call 353-5800

\ <Sh A

APPRECIATION DAY!
with Cheese

Are you up to the challenge?
Sign-ups are still being taken In
the SRC Main Office. Prizes
awarded I SI 0.00 per
participant, receive a Mini Iron
Challenge T-shirt. Volunteers
are still needed.
For more Information contact
Sheila Brown @ 372-2713 or
stbrown@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

with Pepperoni

PIZZA

No tubtttuliont Round &mt only. UmH 4 pizws Valid al this Little Caesars location only
Carryout onty. No Dtftvsxia* Sorry, no mm checks

Rick Altenburger
Jessica Arquette
Alison Artl
Andrew Barfell
Shelley Binegar
Erin Brindley
Sarah Brown
Sheila Brown
Amy Bukas
Ryan Cape
Julian Carpentler
Jarrod Collins
Eric Cox
Adam Cufr
Maria DellaValie
Gina Fleming
Bethany Gadfield
Julie Haneberg
Ryan Harrison
Seth Hattmann
Bryan Haunert
Carrie Hutchison
Nanle Ingram
Trace Johnson
Bridget Kapcar
Alan LaDonna
Ethan Lee
Greg Leonard
Jeff Lllllbridge
Jason McGough

Amanda Mack
Jamie Mandell
Mark Meyer
Jennifer Mikesell
Tara Murgatroyd
Peter Nadel
Renee' Nardella
Joclyn Noe
Mart Ondre|ko
Betty Oser
Tiffany Plchon
Kelly Pohlmann
Stacy Prenger
Jim Reeves
Daniel Rlttenhouse
Jill Schaffer
Katje Scharff
Amy Schullet
TrickJ Slelschott
Michelle Smith
Amy Snider
Jaime Swisher
Anna Wahrman
Jessica Walker
Shantokie Walker
Jennifer Ward
Melissa Wilson
Kelly Zinn
Jeff Zlrger

BGSU

www.bgau.edu/officea/8tudent_affairs/recsport8

I
!

Call Matt at:

352-4380 for more
information.

Congratulations to our May and
August 1998 Recreational Sports
Student Employee Graduates

.5k Swim. 15k Cycle. 5K Run

ALL
DAY %!
LONG! \

available at the
following locations:
• 710-730 Scott Hamilton
2 bdrm. units, patios,
central air, roomy.
Free water & sewer.
• 850 Scott Hamilton
2 bdrm. units, very
spacious, new carpet,
paint, linoleum.
Free water & sewer.
• 836-836 1/2 Scott
Hamilton
2 bedroom duplex.
$500/mo. plus utilities.

Recreational Sports
Golf Classic

Saturday, April 25
starts at 8:00 am

APRIL
22nd

Units available
for summer at the
following locations:

CONGRATULATIONS

MINI IRON CHALLENGE

CUSTOMER

Summer storage available close to campus.
Call Buckeye storage 352-1520.

SPECIAL EVENTS

Open to all BGSU
students, faculty and
staff. 9-hole. best ball
scramble. Held at
Forrest Creason Golf
Course. Sign-up in the
SRC Main Office.
Six tee times left.

w&m

Low summer rates
on 2 bedrooms
Call 352-9378.

Units for fall

VISIT OUR OFFICE FOR A

AND PROFESSIONAL HOUSING! OR VISIT OUR NEW

for r»nt: The following houses are lor
rant (or 06-90 achool yaw. All 12 mo. -aaaas.
taoanta pay al util. aac. dap., pa/anta. guaraniaa req . no pell
1.730 Elm-2 BR avail. &M&M. Rani
$5t0/mo. coliactad quarterly. Phona
354*595 aak tenants to viaw.
2.217 3. CoHaga-a BR houaa avail 8/23*6.
Rant %S7Smo coflactad quarterly Phone
354-3271 ask tenants to view.
3.318 Ridge Large 2 BR houaa avail.
5/20/98 Rent *600/mo collected quarterly.
Phone 353-5032 aak tenants to view.
For more Information or to »lgn a kaaaa,
contact Arbor Enlerprieee al 354-2154
Locally owned and managed.

vaulted ceilings, washer/dryer hook-up in
the 2 bdrm Rents start at 350/ mo +utils.
For more info call 353-5800

UNDERGRADUATE, GRADUATE

710 EIGHTH - 2 BR plus garage
2 people. Stove/refng. fum.
$375 00/monlh. Aval May 1st.
Cal
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
3542260 OffiOf-3106,Woosty

* 702 1/2 E. Wooster
2 bdrm. duplex
$800 for ENTIRE
summer lease

Management Inc.

Friday, April 24

(
!

/CfEfcCA

(HHUdalc Apt*.) unique floor designs.

HI

1

campus Starts at 340Vmo + elec /gas
Fot more info call 353-5800

across from Campus
water, sewer

1401/2 MANVLLE - above garage. 2 BR
2 people. Stove/refrij. fum.
$515.00/month. Avail. May 17th

TAKE
ADVANTAGE
OF BG'S BEST
APARTMENTS!

830 Fourth SIIWIIlow House) Close to

dryer. Call for more info 353-5800

* 524 6th: 2 bdrm. free heat.

422 CLOUGH - above garage 2 BR
2 people. Stove/refng. turn.
$415/month Avail May 17th

Summer sublet, big room m 2 bdrm apt. Fully
fum. May 9-Aug. 20 $400 total. Cal Preaton
354-4325

670/ mo + uttls, 2 bdrm includes washer &

Deliver the BG News

Questions? Call 372-7164

Calk

Avail. 871/08-2 Bedrm Townhouseat 134
University Lane, $650.00 * gas 8 electric: 1
Bedrm Apt at 128 University Lane. $425 00
includes all ulil. Efficiency Apt. al l i '2 University Lane. $29500 . electnc.2 Bedrm
House al 820 Fifth St. $650.00 ■ util. One
year leases only. CsH 352-0371 for more information.

Management Inc.

VT

$$$

3-5 summer sublessors needed
wiling to negotiate costs
ca»354«S30

Avail June or 98/99 school yr 840 6th si. 3
beds. 352 7163

12month leases starting May 16,1096:
424 1/2 S. Summil-eftaency $225 • alec.
453 S. Prospect-small 1 Br .-$200 . gayelec
605 Fifth St K-small 2 Br $360 • util
230 N Enterprise-1 Br.-$360 . usl.
Steve Smith 352-8017 or 367 8666.

*7095lh:2txlrm/2bath

GRAD STUDENTS, quiet 1 $ 2 bedromm sols,
dose to campus, air. disposal, dishwasher. 2
car garages, call 353-1731.

HOUSM

3 BEDROOM DUPLEX-300 N CHURCH ST
2 CAR-PORTS WITH ADDITIONAL
OFF STREET PARKING
$540 . UTILITIES/CALL 353-6007.

1-2 br/rum ./unfum. $410 to $520
Call 354-8036.

and much
more!

SAIJ-OON

2 BDRM Apt. 722 4th St.
Avail immed, 12 mo. lease.
$42S/mo., w/d hook-up.
353 7547 days.

1 bdrm apt Close to campus. 0W, AC. laundry
faculties. Large, dean. A modern. Grad student
Housing Call 353-1731 a/or 354-8832 Avail
July 1 st or sooner.

Music Posters,

Help Wanted

2-4 subieasera needed May-Aug. 2 bdrm. apt.
AC/balcony/on sight laundry/only atsctnc/tons of storaos. $400rmo. Call 354-6357

-M-M S.Y. . Dec. Lsssss
AIMS, Rooms, A Houses
311 S316E Merry ! 82bdrms
1 bdrm. $400/mo/2bdrm 8450/mo.
321 E. Merry 8 bdrm 2 full bath
321 E Merry »A Lg. House
Rooms $205 mo. mo), util.
Summer also avail.
Masts*

Georgetown Manor 800 3rd St. under new
management. A/C, laundry rm, 1 bedrm. fum.
$380 i aVsc 2 bedrm. turn. $480 a elec also
summar rates 354-0740 or 352-2214.

HOUSES FOR RENT

Newlove Realty Rentals

have all day &
weekends FREE!

Good Will
Hunting

Female rmi needed. May-Aug. $282 • gas A
alec. 2 bdrm fum apt Call Bridget 372-8174.

2 subfaasers needed May Aug. Free A/C.
gas.wsler, and sewage. In house laundry facility. Fum. $2S7/mo. Own room. Dishwasher.
Call 353-0370

Summar and FallLaasss

$ GET PAID
WELL$

Titanic

Available Aug 1 1998. 3 bdrm house Close to
BGSU. $600/mo. Call 888-4861.

2 BEDROOM DUPLEX-311 N CHURCH ST
1 CAR PORT WITH ADDITIONAL
OFF-STREET PARKtIQ,
$300 • UTirrCSrCALL 353 6907

'Close to campus
' Efflcienciee
•IBedroom
*2Bedroom
■Furnished
'Unfurnished

Apt Suotsasers Needed
2 bdrm, balcony, dose to campus
May and Aug FREE rent

Call 352-4327

2 bedrm . 1 bath, furnished. $222 month per
person Available May. Call 352-7015. ask tor
Daniel.

YMCA Camp WUtaon West Central OH t seeks summer staff tor 8 wk. coed resident
camp program with children 7-17. Need counselors for outpost and traditional camp Also
hiring Camp Nurse Call 1 800 423-0427 tor
application

86 Mazda RX-7 High miles Sports Car. $2100
OBO. Can 372-4915.

SUMMER OROUNDSKEEPER positions
available- Wood County Board ol MR/DO
needs tour individuals to work full time temporary. 1650 hour. 800am-4 30pm. Mon-Fn
High School Diploma or equivalent and valid
Ohio Drivers License required. Position rune
through summer. Application packets avaCtaXe
at Wood Lane School, Ent B, 11160 E Gypsy
Ln Rd.. Bowling Green between
8D0am-430pm. Application* deadline Is May
1.1898. EOE

Wednesday, April 22
through Friday, April 24
10:00am-5:00pm
Math/Science Building

Wanted tor am: Christian College Student to
take young children to the park A care for them
In my torn* 2 days twee*. 354 1133

I
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CLOSING TIME

In your hands now is The BG News 1998 Graduation
Memorial tab, Closing Time. For an underclassmen,
graduation can never come too soon. For seniors
dreading the thought of real jobs, it comes too soon. As
May rolls around, Bowling Green will be sending its own
off to whatever trials, tribulations and successes are in
their future.Regardless of where you are in college career,
check out the sappy ramblings of nostalgic seniors, information on graduation and special stories on the top ten
Bowling Green news and sports stories of the last four yearsj

The seniors of The BG News have put aside thei]
homework and senioritis for one last hurrah.
So here it is. It's closing time...

8 Graduation Farewell

Last call on a college career
BRANDON WRAY
Closing Time

So this is it. The end of the line,
last call, graduation. Closing time
for a time In my life that I will
always remember and still cannot
believe Is really coming to an end.
The lights are coming up slowly
in the figurative bar that Is my life
and they will snap to full tilt May 9
as I sit in the basketball arena and
wait to receive my diploma. As
these last weeks wind down. I can't
help but get terrified to my very
bones at what 1 am going to do
next.
This is a place where 1 have
grown from a dreamer who always
thought he would accomplish great
things in the future to someone
who actually stopped dreaming
and started doing.
I started college on my own.
ready to take on the world and find
out who Brandon really was. My

travels took me far away and then want to work, it's that when you're
limited and finite, you want to do
brought me back to home.
I have made so many memories the things you will remember most
since then that I can't imagine about college and. contrary to what
leaving and I get a little nostalgic administrators want to believe,
when I look at my watch and I see most of those memories don't hap^^.
pen In the classroom.
the time here ticking away. I get
One of the things I
especially frustrated when
will miss is the
I realize that I am
first taste of
studying, work
real freeing or writing
a paper when
dom. I
rememI really want to
ber the feeigo see that friend
ng that I
that I haven't seen In
had a few
awhile and probably
hours after
will never see after May
my par9. As has been said many
ents left.
times, classes really get In the
way of enjoying college as much as
They were
you could. Rather than work or on the road
study. I want to get out there and heading home and I was now set
add to my list of great college mem- loose on the world.
I remember one of the first
ories while I still can.
I think this is the essence of times that it really hit me that I
seniorttls. It's not that you dont was off and on my way in the world

It was at a Barenaked Ladies concert at a club In Cincinnati. 1 had
gone there with my new friends,
just a few days after arriving at
school. The opening band. Syd
Straw, played a song that made me
realize that I wasn't in Toledo or a
world that I knew before. The song
was. of all things, the theme to
"WKRP In Cincinnati" and the
lyrics (1 know I am the first person
in the world to find meaning in the
song) struck a chord in me. They
went something like "Baby, if you
ever wondered, wondered whatever
became of me. I am living on the
air in Cincinnati." and some line
about things that were never
meant to be and so here I am doing
this if you want to look me up.
Absurd as this seems now It this
was one of my first great college
memories.
The time since then has been
about trying to continue with that
feeling: you are your own person

acting in the world and not just
watching It go by.

I always thought college would
be the highlight of my life and catapult me Into life with a perfect
Job. life etc. It certainly has been
all that and more, but not necessarily in the same manner !
thought it would. Some things
have worked out. like friends and
choosing a career that I can stand
for 40 years. Others, like the goal
of leaving college engaged or on the
way to it. haven't. It doesn't really
matter, there is a whole lot more
living and growing to do ahead of
me. Just like there was when 1
started.
Things dont always work out as
planned and often that is for the
best. I remember some of the goals
and misconceptions I had about
what I wanted in college.
I asked my friend Phil where he
• Sec WRAY, page 14.
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DAILY
SPECIAL

CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES!
The management and staff at Mid Am
Management thank you for a great year and
congratulate you for a {oh well done!
GOOD LUCK!!!

LARGE PIZZA
CHEESE * ONE TOPPING

IPizzol
353-0044
1045 N. Main St.
FREE DELIVERY

| 2ND PIZZA $h.00~|
1

• ArfHI tnppirn;.. $ I .'0 CM h •
limited linn* nilVf • No cnuixwi nt*« MMft •
• HC.-Joft'OM) •

Hours
M.IN-THURS II-I.in.
FRI .•> SAI II -_• Kl.ini

2 10" Pizzas
MID AM MANAGEMENT
641 THIRD ST. #4 BG
352-4380

( heCM' \ One Toppim;

Mid Am Manor
Charlestown Apts.
Aahdon Apts.
Schmeltz Properties

• ArlrlihiHi.il to|ip«**«
HO r.w h

■ 1111111
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LOSING TIMl

Seniors make use of resources to find jobs
By MATT GERACI

Closing Time
Just as a meteor Is hurled into a planet,
so will the graduating class of '98 be hurled
into the real world. Graduating from college
can bring about excitement and panic, especially for those who have not yet prepared for
the future.
According to Joanne Kroll. it doesn't have
to be that way. She is the director of career
services, found in the in Student Services
Building, an organization run by 12 dedicated faculty members who are there to help
students find the best possible Jobs.
"We're good at helping people think and
planning is the key to using the career Services" Kroll said, who added that they are
host to 5.000 organizations yearly, such as
Proctor & Gamble. Anderson Consulting.
GE. Southern Bell Telecom., and Ford Motor
Co. to name a few.
"You should be looking for a Job at least
by the beginning of your last year at school
and we can offer a multitude of resources
from which to pick," said Kroll.
Kroll said career services can give advice
with resumes, set up phony interviews,
assist with Job hunting (which includes
posting a BG web resume which they send
to prospective employers), as well as provide
background information on the businesses
with whom the students hope to interview.
Jahl Gye'Nyane. assistant director of
career services, said it doesn't Just start

your last year. "Students should be narrowing down their career interests to specific
Jobs and use that focus to get interns and
co-ops that will provide them the necessary
skills and experience to acquire those Jobs.
This should be done throughout your college
career."
She mentioned that this is the best the
Job market has been in 20 years. Although
she said they may not be in your major of
study, the Jobs will be satisfying enough
with room for advancement.
The people at career services are only
human and therefore have limitations to
what they can accomplish. According to
Kroll some students looking to be filmmakers, anthropologists, historians, philosophers, or those wishing to break into acting
may find the career services to be lacking in
the ability to find Jobs in these respective
lidds. But as long as they are willing to relocate to where those fields are in high
demand, there should be no problem.
"I know I'm going to have a tough road
ahead of me. but I got a car. and if It comes
down to it. a good pair of walking shoes."
said Brenden McGlyn graduating theater
major, who added that New York, Chicago,
or LA is where he Is headed.
Kroll gave a run down of some of the
majors in which graduates will easily find
sucessful careers.
She explained the teaching profession,
while not In high demand presently, is going
to witness a boom in the following years

"We're good at helping people think and
plan, planning is the key to using the
Career Services"
Joanne Kroll
Director of Career Services
when 1/3 of the teachers will be primed for
retirement.
According to Kroll. 80 percent of music
majors are seeking music education degrees
and therefore should easily find Jobs, especially if they are willing to relocate.
"My dream is to teach mentally handicapped children how to play the theme from
the Lone Ranger." said Kate Green, graduating music major.
As for Journalism majors, she explained
that most news papers are currently merging and therefore don't need as many
employees. But she allayed any concerns
journalism majors might have by saying that
there are thousands of magazines and Journals out there for them.
Interpersonal communication majors are
exactly who the Career Services were made
for. according to graduating senior. Rob
Conrad who said. "IVe found the career services to be the best thing that's happened to

to the Class of98'
We want to take this opportunity to offer our Best Wishes to all the new graduates. And to
remind you that Ranch Steak & Seafood is a great place to celebrate that hard earned degree.
< i Alex Monk nil

Founder

Fabulous Buffet Tasty Entrees Down Home Cooking /

STEAK & SEAFOOD
1544 EWooster* 352-0461

Finals Week making you a little..
When you need a break from all the "Finals Frenzy,"
come on over to Ranch Steak & Seafood for
"Down-Home Cookingr"-...- 'V-.Y.

me. I have so many Interviews lined up it's
unreal, and this after receiving four Job
offers."
According to Kroll. those vying for Jobs
using their MIS. computer science, and
physical therapy degrees are in such hot
demand that they may not even need the
help of career services.
"I already have a good-paying Job lined
up. which is good because of my expenses
all I need is my degree", said Junior comput
er science major Bob Hicks.
Gye'Nyane said that there are over
25.000 good career opportunities available
to BG graduates If they want them, and i
good way to get them is through career ser
vices.
'As long as your flexible, willing to relo
cate. and develop a strategy your last year o
school, the opportunities are endless." said
Gye'Nyane.

998 Graduation Farew

Ticket shortage remains an issue for seniors
DAWN GALLEHUE
The BG Sews

Over 1,800 graduate and
undergraduate students are
preparing to march down the
aisles at Anderson Arena to receive
their diplomas from the University.
The University Is anticipating a
total of at least 15.000 people to
attend these exercises throughout
the day. and is trying to accomodate these vistors as best it can
while providing students the recognition that they deserve.
Graduation weekend will begin
when the University graduate students turn their tassles on May 8
at 7 p.m. The following day. exer-

cises will continue with the College
of Arts and Sciences graduation at
9:30 a.m.. followed by a ceremony
in which students from the colleges of Business Administration.
Health and Human Service, and
Technology will receive their
degrees at I p.m. At 7:30 p.m.. the
colleges of Education and Musical
Arts jointly perform the final graduation ceremony for spring 1998.
The College of Arts and Sciences is the only ceremony that
requires a ticket. With 640 students graduating, Arts and Sciences is the largest ceremony by
far. Due to space limitations In
Anderson Arena, each graduating
student is allowed only six tickets
for their family and friends. These

tickets will be of no charge to students or their guests as the cost
of graduation ceremonies is covered In the University's student
fees.
Some of these graduates are
finding that they cannot suppply
enough tickets for the number of
people that they would like to
attend thler graduation. To remedy
this problem, the Graduation Planning Committee is televising the
ceremony live In Olscamp 101 and
encourages all additional family
and friends to attend. Refreshments will be provided.
Linda Dobb, dean of library and
learning resources and co-director
of the planning committee.

recognize them Individually." Dobb
said.
"If we broke the ceremonies down even
more and had sub-ceremonies in the Colllege
of Arts and Sciences, more people

addressed some of the
concerns that students
have every year about
ticketing this event.
"We try to provide students
from
each
college with
a complete
cere-
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* harder to
accomodate
for a lot of these
that make the ceremonies nicer for the
students."

mony where
the president
and
provost of the
Untversity as well as the
deans of the college can

Local hotels and restaurants gear up for a big weekend
PAULA MOTOLIK
The BG News

Picture sitting at graduation.
Your stomach is growling from
pure hunger and your family Is not
there.
Maybe they are standing in line
for dinner, still trying to drive In for
that 9:30 a.m. ceremony or still
looking for a place to spend the
night.
This Just might happen if you
don't hurry and make your reservations for dinner and hotel
arrangements now.
The time is here to finalize those
graduation plans. With the May

and August ceremonies Just
around the corner, area restaurants and hotels are already
preparing for the increase in business.
Junction Bar and Grille and
Kauffman's recommend making
reservations now for graduation
day dining.
"People have a tendency to go
out to eat right after the ceremony." Chris Casa of Junction Bar
and Grille said.
Noon until 5 p.m. is expected to
be the biggest rush al Junction.
"Reservations are being accepted now. and can be canceled if
needed." Casa said.

352-0123
1021 S. Main
Breakfast Special ^JffiF
2 eggs, bacon or sausage, pancakes,
or toast, and homefries or coffee.
Mon. - Saturday 6:30 -11a.m.

Breakfast Buffet

^j£

All U Can Eat
eggs, biscuits, bacon, sausage, ham,
pancakes, trench toast
and much much more...

Kauffman's
has
already
received about 20 dinner reservations for May 9. They . too. recommend making reservations as soon
as possible (o avoid long waits.
There are no guarantees for
how long walk-ins will have to
wait." said Tina Stuckey of Kauffman's.
Kauffman's will keep one room
open for walk-ins throughout the
weekend.
"Most of the groups that come
in are made up of about ten to 25
people, and we can't really accommodate them without reservations." Stuckey said. "People wall
until the last day before gradua-
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As for Easy Street Cafe, they do
• See Gear, page 14.
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BG Newi photo by Amy Vin Horn
tion to make reservations, and we
can't guarantee that we can fit
them in," she said.

352-0387
LUM AutoCare
Center

24
Hour
Wrecker
Service

NEW LOCATION
1089 N. MAIN
BEHIND NAPA
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CLOSING TIME

An eventful four years
BRANDON WRAY

<7o>iftfl Time
From the arrival of a new University President to the murder of a
student. Bowling Green has been
Munich a lot in the last four years.
When people think of news,
they often do not think of what is
going on right around them. That
is a shame because this community, surrounded on all skies by
cornfields and home to 17.000 college students, has made plenty of
news in the last few years.
As usual, news can be classified into good and bad. The sanctity of a college town was shattered
in September. 1996 when a student was killed in her home We
saw the national issue of sexual
hat lament up close and personal
with the Bernadette Noe lawsuits.
Student government lost some of
its idealistic luster when the 1997
presidential campaign was the
subject of dishonest campaign
allegations involving several of the
main candidates.
But there certainly was some
good news made at Bowling Green.

In 1995. an academic from California came east to become University president with a plan to build
community and make the school
more responsive to students'
needs. Dance Marathon debuted in
1996 and showed what students
can do when they work together.
The Violent Femmes brought popular music back to campus, ending
an era of neglect by national acts.
Deciding the biggest stories of
the last four years were is hard
because so much has happened.
Here are the ten most important
Bowling Green news stones of the
last for years according to the
Closing Time staff:
1. The Julie Kane Murder
Just a few weeks after the
school year started in the fall of
1996, the murder of student Julie
Kane stunned a community accustomed to its idyllic small town
image. Julie Kane and her roommate Tara Fahringer were attacked
in their home by Craig Baker, a
Fostorta man in town for the weekend to party. Baker burst in their
off-campus house and stabbed the

Visit

Ihe tittle *W
for your
Graduation
Gifts and Cards!
Congratulations
1998
Graduates!

two using one of their knives as
Kane was attempting to call 911.
The murder was the first for the
city since 1992.
Baker was sentenced to 25
years in prison following a trial in
which Wood County Prosecutor
Alan Mayberry sought the death
penalty.
2. The Bernadette Noe/Phll
Mason sexual harassment
case
Bernadette Noe filed a suit in
the summer of 1995 claiming sexual harassment by Phil Mason, then
vice president for university relations. That lawsuit and others to
follow were finally settled last fall
with Noe. The Noe saga dominated
the news for nearly three years. It
involved allegations of document
destruction by former President
Paul Olscamp and Marshall Rose,
director of Affirmative Action.
Mason and Olscamp moved on
and Noe is currently attending law
school at the University of Toledo.
Rose remains at the University.
3. Dance Marathon
In the first positive news event
of this list. Dance Marathon began
In 1996 and is now an annual
event occurring every March. The
student-organized event raises
money for Children's Miracle Network at the Medical College of Ohio
in Toledo. This past year, over
$150,000 was raised.
The event takes place in the
Student Recreation Center where
students dance for 36 hours. Many
of the children from MCO are present at the event.
4. The Rodgers Fire
In February. 1996. a student In
Rodgers Hall was burning a
headache candle her room when
she left the room, forgetting to
extinguish the candle. The fire
swept through the third floor of the
west side of Rodgers. Residents
were homeless for a few days while
the mess was being cleaned up.
Renovations were finished during
the summer and the door was up
to speed with the rest of the hall by
the next school year. No one was
hurt In the fire, a fact many
attribute to the fire happening during the day when most residents
were away from the hall.
5. President Sidney Ribeau's
arrival
President Sidney Ribeau made
the trip cross-country to become
the University's first black President when he began the 1995-96
school year as the University's new
President. He and his pledge to
build community has been met
with praise from students who
often felt disillusioned and unimportant in previous administrations. Ribeau has emphasized
diversity as a priority in his administration.
6. The Jack Hartman

Top Ten Bowling
Green News Stories
of the Past 4 Years
1. The Julie Kane Murder
2. The Bernadette Noe/ PhU
Mason sexual harassment case.
3. Dance Marathon
4. The Rodgers fire
5. President Sidney Ribeau's
arrival
6. The Jack Hartman reverse
discrimination lawsuit
7. The football team's legal
troubles.
8. Darby Williams disappearance
in Puerto Rico.
9. The Violent Femmes concert
10. The Batchelder gun incident.
Reverse Discrimination Case
Jack Hartman sued the University and the Journalism department because he said he was a victim of reverse discrimination when
a black woman was hired Instead
of him. a white male. A judge earlier this year ruled in Hartman s
favor and his request to be hired as
a professor is still being decided.
7. The football team's legal
trouble* ...
On the field, the Falcons have
struggled the last several years. As
their wins declined, their number
of legal problems have steadily
increased. Players Dontay Hunter.
Terrance Alphonso. Joe O'Neill and
Damron Hamlllton have all had
run-ins with the law. Jeremy
Dusho was kicked off the team for
possession of drug paraphernalia.
Coach Gary Blackney has
announced a zero tolerance policy
for the team.
8. Darby Williams Disappearance In Puerto Rico
The summer of 1997 was
marked by a media frenzy when
Firelands College dean Darby
Williams disappeared while hiking
In the Puerto Rlcan Jungle.
Williams wandered upon a high-

way after 12 days in the forest.
Exactly what happened In the forest is not known, but his story has
been doubted by many.
9. The Violent Femmes Concert
Last spring. '80s college rock
legends the Violent Femmes played
Anderson Arena for Little Sibs'
weekend. The concert ended a long
drought of large scale concerts at
the University. Tickets for the concert sold well, but it remains to be
seen if the drought has begun
again, because despite the success
of last year's show, no concert was
planned this year.
10. The Batchelder Gun
Incident
This newspaper discovered last
April that University police confiscated an AR-15 assault rifle, several clips of ammunition and a large
knife from a student's room in
Batchelder Hall. The student
received no punishment for having
the rifle and was allowed to pick up
the rifle and other confiscated
Items when he left school in May.
which he did. The Incident sparked
controversy over safety in residence halls, and the student's resident advisor resigned in protest of
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■ FALCON SPORTS

The best of times,
the worst of times
They were the best of times and the worst of times.
This phrase best exemplifies the past four years for
University athletics: theyVe seen the glory yet tasted
many a defeat.
I've been In the center of this maelstrom that has been
Falcon athletics the past four years, and looking back I've
selected the "Top 10" sporting events of the era. Enjoy.
1. Antonio Daniel*, guile simply. Antonio Daniels is
the best player in BG basketball history. He did Just
about everything during his tenure here, including taking
the men's basketball learn to a memorable Mid-American
Conference championship in the 1996-97 season.
Daniels' story is even more compelling If you consider
what he had to go through in the death of his close
brother Chris during the 1995-96 season.
2. The (all from (race for Falcon football. The early
1990s saw Bowling Green football as THE SHOW on
campus. The Falcons won consecutive MAC titles from
1991-92 and finished third and second In 1993 and
1994. respectively.
But since. BG has won five, four and three games over
the last three years. This past season, the Falcons hit
rock bottom with a 3-8 record, setting school records for
defensive futility. As this year comes to a close, there are
many doubts circling the program's ability to win again
any time soon.
3. Men's soccer dominance. The Falcon men's soccer
team has been the dominant force in the Mid-American
Conference the past four years, claiming four MAC lilies
in that span and having gone to the NCAA Tournament
the past four seasons. Pound for pound, this has been
the wlnningest program at the University in the past four
years.
». Holiinger wins the Hobey. Brian Holzlnger capped
an outstanding senior season in 1994-95 by claiming the
Hobey Baker Award, signifying the most outstanding
player in collegiate hockey. Holzlnger's success mirrored
that of the hockey team as a whole under coach Buddy
Powers, coming within a whisker of playing in the NCAA
Tournament both In 1995 and 1996.
5. The "fsl punter." This Is Cralg Fischer, the pudgy
punter from Central Michigan who ran a fake punt 74
yards for the go-ahead touchdown in the final game ol the
1994 season for the Falcon football team. Fischer robbed
the Falcons of their third MAC title in four years. In the
process putting a hex on the program that It seems far
from being able to overcome.
6. Dan Dakich arrives. The departure of longtime
men's basketball coach Jim Larranaga in 1997 brought
many sighs of relief among those familiar to Falcon athletics. Those sighs turned to cheers upon the hiring of
Dan Dakich. Bob Knight's longtime assistant at Indiana.
7. Seniors Puthoff. Jones make run at MAC title for
women's basketball. Sara Puthoff and Charlotta Jones,
two players who Join a long lisl of Falcon greats in
women's basketball, pushed ihe Falcons lo (heir best
record in four years in 1997-98 only to be upset in the
MAC Tournament.
8. Gary Palmlsano dies. The longtime coach of the
men's soccer program died suddenly in December 1994.
Palmisano had been one of the most-loved members of
the athletic dcpartmenl and had overseen a number of
MAC titles with the perennially-successful men's socf H
team.
9. Baseball takes MAC title. The Falcon baseball
team capped a strong 1995 season with a conference
title.
10. Cross country dominance. BG's cross country
programs domlnaled the MAC the past four years, wilh
Ihe women claiming two titles and the men claiming one.
The women's team also advanced to the NCAA nationals the first MAC school to ever accomplish that.
It's been an Interesting four years. These are memories
that slick for a lifetime.
Scotl Brown has coivred Falcon sports jor Ihe past Jour
years at The BG News. He is <i senior Journalism major.

CLOSING TIME

College offers a time for personal growth
PENNY BROWN
Closing Time

Ahhh. senior year ... Time to procrastinate, time to party like a rock star, time to ...
^Anyonr who is vaguely familiar with me
knows that sappy-crappy emotions ain't my
bag of smack. But, I think this is important
enough to pull out the tissues and become a
bit maudlin. If I become too weepy. Just,
well. TValk amongst yaselves."
When I think back on the way I was just
four short years ago. I almost can't believe
the change. Here I was, a perpetually moody
18-year-old from Smalltown. Ohio figuring
that college would "solve everything" tnat
had been wrong with my life.
1 suppose that my first, most immediate
problem had been solved — the oppressive
yoke of high school had been lifted from my
shoulders. (I would love to find the crackhead that said your high school years are
the best of your life. Ha!) Finally. I was free
from restrictive parents, overly-hormonal
and underry-intellectual ex-boyfriends and
gossipy,
designer-clothes
worshipping
cliques.
But. after a while, college wasn't working

its "magic." I was still sad. I wasn't doing
everything that I thought I could be. And I
still felt very, very alone.
It wasn't overnight magic, but eventually,
I started figuring things out for myself.
I learned you don't get anywhere by just
sitting In your room dreaming about things.
I found out calling people to go out is a twoway street, and sitting by the phone without
picking it up can lead to some awfully lonely days.
More recently. I've found out you can't
always count on the people you thought
would always be there for you, and that I'm
"grown up* enough to handle myself. I
learned you don't find out the answers without asking the questions, and promises
don't always get kept, even ones made by the
people you thought you could trust the
most.
I don't need a room full of decor from
Successories to know that "what the mind
believes, it can achieve." I learned all of the
above lessons from real-life experience, not
from an inspirational calendar or coffee
mug.
The fundamental differences in me at 18
and me at 22 is who (or what) I blame for my
successes and failures — at 18, I blamed

everyone and everything else. At 22. I
know that lots of
times, it comes (
down to no one \»
else but me. You
psych majors out there call
It an "internal locus of control." I call it sucking it up
and looking at life full-on.
I suppose the big message
here
is
to GET
INVOLVED. Your college
experience will probably seem dull if you
spend it sitting on your
ass watching reruns of
"The Montel Williams
Show"
and
eat in
Golden
Graham
treats.
Do you have
bad
stereotypes
about Greek organizations? Go rush
one. I hated sororities my first two years of
colk'ge. A good friend convinced me to rush,
and I was surprised, to say the least. I ended
up joining, which is something I thought I
would never do.

The Greek houses on this campus are all distinctly different. Not
frat boys are Jeep Grand Cherokee
driving, khakis wearing, beer-guzzling, boorish oafs. Not all sorority girls
are bleach-blonde, overly-tanned airheads with a Visa Platinum and a
standing appointment at the nail
salon. If that's all you see. you're trying too hard to perpetuate your stereotypes.
College is a time when you will be most
able to experiment with things and find out
who you truly are. Why not take advantage
of it while you can?
Soon. I will be marching down the aisle
to the tune of "Pomp and Circumstance'
with a funny-looking cap on my head and
incredible dread in my heart. I will be
thrown into the cold reality of "the real
world." no longer sanctioned to sleep in until
noon on a weekday and go out to Dimers
every Thursday night.
Am I scared? You bet. The thought o( an
impending marriage, a mortgage and more
responsibility than you can shake a stk'k at
is scary as hell. But I will learn to adapt, and
,

• See Brown, page 14.

Child of '80s becomes student of '90s
TOM DENK
Closing Time

of the Eighties." It summarized a
childhood many of us were familiar

NOTE:
During the spring
semester of 1996. The News pub
lished an essay titled "Don't Call
Me Generation X.' Call Me a Child

with: station wagons. Scooby Doo
and Kool-Aid. Mere's one look at
what it meant to be a Student of
the Nineties.

Com iratulofioms
19®
idi

I am a student of the nineties. I
have already survived two decades
and now I stare down a new millennium. The elders who dubbed
me "Gen X" forgot what that word
meant. Good Riddance.
College came and my parents
found an empty nest. But I kept
coming home lor that same summer job. I finally took out that student loan. A job out of college
seems bleak, but everybody is
looking for Interns. My credit limit

is still in three figures. Low three
figures.
Classes were fine until I realized
they were useless. If it wasn't on
the syllabus. I probably didn't do
it. I prayed for soft attendance policies. I live in an age of technology
and information, but have only
been required to take one computer class.
School is supposed to be a melting pot. but all my friends look like
me. We're all supposed to just get

SHOW YOUR

PRIDE!

ANYirreM

Does NOT Am. Y TO STGCIM. or»cen,s,
JEWELRY, TUXEDO RENTAL OP. DRY
CLEANNG.

Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge Street

ENGRAVED
DIPLOM A
PLAQUE

A handsome, jewelers
brass engraving of the
original diploma is a
wonderful way to
acknowledge a graduate's
accomplishment! Created
from the original (returned
unharmed) or a high
quality photostat, the
beautiful engraving is
mounted on a 9" x 12"
walnut plaque. What a
fine addition to the
graduate's home or office!

(Across from Mac West)

352-8333
Expires 5/10/98

along, but then we read about O.J.
and Sprc'well. and Susan Smith
and Rush Limbaugh. Colin Powell
could have been president.
Dole tried but Clinton won.
Some people took a Contract Out
on America. A minimum wage
increase was six years too late. We
send troops oil to Europe and
Ainca. but people got bombed in
Atlanta and Oklahoma City. Jeremy has spoken, again and again.
I turned off the radio and
bought some CDs. Then I bought a
CD player. Alternative music isn't
any different. Gangsta rap never
did make sense. Eighties music
came back in lull force. I discovered how many people listen to
country music.
No wonder I started drinking.
Beer was good and great if it was
cheap. No classes before noon was
hell on my liver. Girls were alcohol
leeches and guys forgot why they
started to drink. Former high
school football players could chug
more. The art students always
were smoking something. My best
friend told me pot wasn't addictive
He dropped out.
Baseball went on strike, it may
never really come back. Hockey
seems to make more sense. The
NBA is Jordan, and little else.
Football may be huge, but the
players don't seem to understand
how to act off the field.
• See STUDENT page 14.

KLEVERS JEWELRY 353-6691
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Cash for Summer
Book Buy Back Has Begun At

Bee Gee Book Store
»We pay top prices for used texts
•We also pay top wholesale prices for
current editions no longer used at BGSU

353-2252
Hours:
M-F 9am-£30pm
Sat 9am-5pm

Check out our selection of BGSU
apparel & last minute gifts for graduation

Congratulations Class of 1998!
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CLOSING TIME

Truth is stranger than fiction
TOM DENK
I"lusing Time

In what little spare time I manage to discover. I often attempt to

continue my
fledgling and
unrhamploned career as a creative
writer. One belief I hold that helps
Inspire some of my writing is that,
quite simply, truth is stranger than

fiction.

Although the bleak 9-to-S desk
jockey work days looming before
many of us threaten that belief to
the fullest, this world occasionally
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threaten his wife with the
unloaded shotgun. He had no
intention of killing her, or anybody
else. That is, the gun had been
accidentally loaded.
The continuing investigation
turned up a witness who saw the
couple's son loading the gun
approximately six weeks before the
incident. It transpired that the
elderly woman had cut off her
son's financial support and the
son. knowing the propensity of his
father to use the gun threateningly, loaded the gun hoping it would
be used to shoot his mother. Now.
the case became one of murder on
the part of couple's son for the
jumper's death.
Further investigation revealed
that the son had become increasingly despondent over the failure of
his attempt to engineer his mother's murder. This lead him lo Jump
off the ten-story building, only to
be killed by a shotgun blast
through a ninth story window.
The medical examiner closed
the case as a suicide.
Having said that the loss of life
Is always a source of suffering for
somebody, this incident proves
tragedy can be occasionally lifeaffirming for others.
For me. it proves that there are
many things more important than
money. That realization is profound for me. especially as I weigh
the meager salaries of jobs 1 might
obtain upon graduation.
Well, 1 hope I've proven why it's
important to realize the dangers of
money, to get along with your parents, the Importance of staying
positive and perhaps supplied
some humor.
My other topic, ■Well all have a
job waiting for us after college,"
was Just too short.

T^on't procrastinate, \
start studying for
finals now!

l± Black & White Copies
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BOWLING GREEN
115 Railroad St
354-3977

twists out tales so contorted, it's
hard not to wonder If Quentin
Tarantino hashed them out on his
computer.
Weird events, usually ironic and
sometimes tragic, prove my Inspiration repeatedly. These cases
sometimes cause some pain, and
for that they are unwanted. However, they simply have happened
and time cannot be reversed. For
that reason. I attempt to take from
them whatever positives I can.
I'm certain there will be those
who refuse to believe what follows
actually happened. Trust me. I am
not capable of developing a story
this fantastic.
In March 1994. a medical examiner viewed the body of a man who
died from a shotgun wound to the
head. The deceased had jumped
from the top of a ten-story building
inlending to commit suicide (he left
a note saying this). As he fell past
the ninth floor, his life ended when
he was hit by bullets emerging
from a window.
However, neither the shooter or
the victim was aware that a safety
net for window washers was erected on the eighth floor, which would
had prevented the man from plummeting to his death. The examiner
now felt he was looking at a homicide, not a suicide.
The room from where the deadly bullets came was occupied by an
elderly man and his wife. The two
were arguing, and the man threatened his wife with a shotgun before
pulling the trigger. But the bullets
missed his wife and went out the
window. When questioned by
authorities, the elderly couple
insisted neither of them were
aware the shotgun was loaded.
The couple said it was the
man's long-standing habit to

DIXIE

BOWUNG GREEN
115 Railroad St.
354-3977
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[iivesting young pays dividends later
3RANDON WRAY
[ Closing Time
College is a time when many
young people find themselves short
on money and thinking only about
how to pay the next set of bills.
Instead, they should be thinking
about the future and trying to start
investment plans, according to
Robin Parks a dealer service representative for The American Funds
Group, an Investment company
"My answer to the question of
whether college students and
young people should start investing is always yes. yes. yes. Getting
started young is the best way to
start Investing, even if it is only a
little bit at a time." Parks said.
"Many young people don't think
they have the means to invest now
because they are very concerned
with more Immediate financial
concerns but even an investment
of $50 a month will add up over
time and pay good dividends."
Parks said.
There are many options open to
young people according to Parks.
Stocks, bonds and mutual finds are
all options. The best one for young
people to get Involved with is mutual funds, according to Parks. Mutual funds are safer than investing in
individual stocks because the risk
is spread out over hundreds of companies in different countries.
"If one company takes a fall, it
will be absorbed by other companies in the Investment plan." Parks
said.
One of the advantages to starting to Invest young is getting In
early on a fund that Is growing.
Parks said.
"You may not initially see any
remarkable growth, but after
about two to three years you can
really see the difference. The
increase of the value of the individual shares combined with the compounding of dividends really start
adding up." Parks said.
"By starting young, people can
really get that growth piling up. If
the plan Is to keep it long term,
they really get a head start that
can make thousands of dollars of
difference in the long run." Parks
said.
She said there has been an
increase in the number of young
people investing recently. Students
are doing it themselves and also
many parents are setting up plans,
called custodial funds, for their
children while the children are
young. Once the children reach the
age of 18. they have access to the
fund.
This decade has been an espe-

cially good for Investing, according
to Parks. A mutual fund"s growth
is measured by the increase in
price per share. Most funds have
shown growth in the low to high
teens throughout the decade.
Some more higher risk funds have
shown more growth while more
conservative have shown more
moderate growth according
to Parks.

to really take advantage of some of
the higher risk funds because they
usually don't have to worry about a
family or a house payment yet.
They can afford to take chances
that can really pay off. They can
also balance those higher risk
investments with some
lower risk ones

Investments have not
really shown any effects
from last fall's stock market
crash, according to
Parks.
The market needs
corrections like that
every once in a while. It
straightens out a market
that may be running
unjustifiably high. This
dip in that market didn't
cause investors to panii
and sell their stock, which
is what makes a dip much
worse. If people stand firm,
they see that the stocks
always go back up. If people
watch the news and listen when
experts tell them to hang on to their
shares they are okay. We had fewer
people sell their shares this time
than in 1987 when the market
crashed." Parks said.
Getting involved in an aggressive fund is one thing that Parks
recommended for young investors.
"Young people have the ability

Good Luck Grads!
See us for your
Party Needs!
353-1551

that

art

safer."

Parks said.
One college student who took
advantage of investment opportunities at a young age was Andrew
Dyko, a junior pre-eptometry
major at the University, he started
with small low-risk inve|tments as
a freshman in high school.
"I started out with some CDs.

Liquor
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KARAOKE
LASER LINDA
-Linda Steiner owner/operator
Now in Toledo at 419-726-8030

CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATES!
Join us at Campus Quarters
April 25th from 9:30pm-1:30am
I use I k.u ;i'.'k

Since then Dyko has invested in
several mutual funds and gone on
to buy life insurance that is tied in
with investment plans also.
"I got life insurance because it is
part of a plan with one of my
mutual funds. You pay just small
amount each month and you really don't pay for the insurance at all
because dividends from the fund
cover the fee usually." Dyko said.

THE LEGEND OF BG
►jftN*«**

(cash deposits) and buying Individual stocks when 1 was in high
school. Then when one of my
friends took a consumer economics
class, the teacher talked about how
much a small amount of money
could grow In a mutual fund. I
decided I should look at those."

"At my age it is kind of unusual to have life insurance, but if
something happened to me my
parents would get a nice payoff.
The policy is worth about
$300,000. An added benefit of getting the insurance now is that it
ends up being cheaper than if you
would start it when you 30. With
this plan they give you credit for
applying a little each of these
years." Dyko said.
Dyko said that he has really
been impressed with the way his

investments have turned out.
"I have gotten in some of the
aggressive funds that are showing
high growth and that has been
really good. I also have a couple of
fixed rate funds that will pay 9.5
percent, no matter what happens.
Those are also good because you at
least know you won't lose anything
there." he said.
Dyko strongly suggests investing if the opportunity is available.
One person who didn't take
advantage of investment opportunities is Dyko's friend.Chad Young,
a senior fine arts major. Young and
Dyko are opposites in terms of
their financial planning.
"I really didn't know anything
about investing or mutual funds. I
never really thought ever about
doing something with my money. I
also really don't have that much
extra money so it would be hard
anyway to Invest. When I hear
about what Andy has though I
kind of get Jealous." Young said.
"I unfortunately fall in the category of people who have debt In the
form of credit cards and student
loans. I use pretty much all th.
• See INVEST, page 14.
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Graduation Day
Brtmch
Buffet
Saturday, May 9, 1998
10 am to 1 pm
Kreischer Silver River Cafe
Cost: $7.95 per person
nrfii For reservations contact the
Kreischer Sundial Food Court at 372-9326
Monday-Friday 9 am -5 pm
Buffet Items Include:
Assorted Juices
Coffee,
Tea, Milk
Carbonated Beverages
I m Ca.
Scrambled Eggs
r
Home Fried Potatoes
Bacon/Sausage
Dollar Size Pancakes with
Cherry Topping or Syrup
Muffins, Sweet Rolls and Bagels
Chicken Fettucini Primavera
Bread Sticks
.••••
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CLOSING TIME

'City of Angels' finishes first for second weekend
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - -City of
Angels" was the nation's most popular film for the second straight
weekend, easily holding off the new
romantic comedy "The Object of
My Affection."
Among other new releases, the
talking bird comedy "Paulie" landed in fifth but showed promising
per-screen averages. The sequel
"Major League III: Back to the
Minors" struck out in its first
weekend, winding up a weak 10th.
Meanwhile. "Primary Colors"

dropped out of the top 10 in just
its fifth week of release.
In their second weekends,
"Species II" had a drop of 45 percent in revenues and "The Players
Club" fell 39 percent.
In limited release, the dramas
"Suicide Kings" and "Chinese Box"
enjoyed promising openings, as did
the Woody Allen documentary
"Wild Man Blues."
But the thriller "Nightwatch"
and the comedy "Sour Grapes"
bombed.
The top movies at North Ameri-

can theaters Friday through Sunday, followed by studio, gross,
number of theater locations,
receipts per location, total gross
and number of weeks in release as
compiled by Entertainment Data
Inc. and Exhibitor Relations Co.
Inc.:
1. "City of Angels." Warner
Bros.. $12.3 million. 2.329 locations. $5,295 average. $34.1 million, two weeks.
2. "The Object of My Affection."
20th Century Fox. $9.7 million.
1.890 locations. $5,146 average.
$9.7 million, one week.

3. "Lost in Space." New Line.
$7.5 million. 3.306 locations,
$2,254 average, $52.3 million,
three weeks.
4. "Titanic." Paramount. $7.4

million, 3.012 locations. $2,459
average. $554.1 million. 18 weeks.
5. "Paulie." DreamWorks. $5.4
million, 1,553 locations. $3,458
average. $5.4 million, one week.

UofM police warn nude milers
The Associated Press

ANN ARBOR. Mich. - University of Michigan police are warning
female students who participate in
a nude run across campus that
they could find pictures of themselves on the Internet.
The Naked Mile, was scheduled
to begin about midnight Tuesday,
could also be physically dangerous. Last year there were reports of
women being assaulted by specta.ors who had been drinking, said
Capt. Jim Smiley of the campus
Department of Public Safety.

The event marks the end of could come back to haunt you."
spring classes at the university.
The warnings may be working.
About 30 male athletes held the
"We are getting feedback from
first run 12 years ago. and 1.000 women students who are saying
runners — including about 250 that now that they know what's
women — participated last year.
going on. they have decided not to
Some of the 10.000 spectators run." said Albert Garcia, presiat last year's Naked Mile recorded dent-elect of the school's Resivideos of the women that ended up dence Halls Association.
on the Internet. Smiley said.
Police could arrest runners for
"A lot goes on. It's not Just grop- indecent exposure, a misdemeanor
ing. There could be sexual which carries a 90-day jail senassaults." he said. "Women are tence. However. Smiley said, the
putting themselves in a dangerous event Is popular and officials are
situation. There are also numerous mainly concerned with protecting
cameras out there. Those pictures students.
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Government praises needle exchanges
The Associated Press

LACEY. Wash. — Tom Deem
opened the cardboard box full of
used syringes, looked inside and
dumped them Into a red plastic
tub. Then he reached into the back
seat of a mlnlvan for another box.
this one full of 200 new needles.
"Here you go." the Thurston
County health worker said as he
handed the box to a young woman.
The two chatted briefly about the
weather, a glorious Monday after a
weekend of rain.
The needles will last about two
weeks for the 22-year-old woman
and her husband, both heroin
addicts. Clear-eyed, she said she
has no plans to end her habit even
as she hinted at its toll: "It's a
heavy load."
Addicts come from as far as 60
miles away to swap needles in a
parking lot near a shopping mall in
Lacey. an hour's drive south of
Seattle. And they came Monday as
the federal government sent a dou-

ble-edged message.
Health and Human Services
Secretary Donna Shalala. under
orders from the White House,
endorsed needle exchanges and
encouraged more communities to
create them. But she said the government would not help pay for the
programs.
The announcement sidestepped
a political fight with conservatives,
but It disappointed and angered
AIDS activists. They said they
couldn't recall another medical
program the government had
declared lifesaving but refused to
try to pay for.
"This administration Is now
publicly stating how to slow it (the
AIDS epidemic) down and is saying
they lack the courage to do It." said
an angry Dr. Scott Hltt. chairman
of President Clinton's AIDS advisory council.
Scientific evidence proves that
exchange programs reduce HIV
transmission without Increasing
drug use. added Terry Stone, exec-

utive director of the Northwest
AIDS Foundation. But. he said,
many local governments don't have
the money for the programs.
Half of all people who catch HIV
are infected by needles or through
sex with injecting drug users, or
are children of Infected addicts.
Republicans argue that needle
exchanges are bad policy. Rep.
Gerald Solomon. R-N.Y.. said he
would push for Congress to ban
federal funding altogether in case
Shalala changed her mind.
"Why not simply provide heroin
itself, free of charge, courtesy of
the American taxpayer?" asked
Sen. John Ashcroft. R-Mo.
President Clinton's own drug
policy chief. Barry McCaffrey, is
opposed to needle exchanges. He
spent the weekend arguing that
exchanges Jeopardize the administration's war on drugs and send
the wrong message to children.
Officials familiar with the
debate said McCaffrey's objections
were central to killing a proposed

compromise, a pilot project paying
for needle exchanges in 10 cities.
The administration Is counting
on Shalala s endorsement to persuade communities to expand the
110 needle exchanges operating In
22 states, including the Lacey program and three others In Washington state.
'The reality Is that people are
going to use the drugs." Deem
said. "What we're doing is reducing
harm. We're preventing the spread
of disease by dirty needles."
The nation's top science organizations have long said needle
exchanges would cut the AIDS toll.
Activists say federal funding Is key
to expanding the programs.
Congress had opposed federally
funded needle exchanges until
Shalala certified that such pro-

grams light the spread of HIV without encouraging drug use.
On Monday, she did that, saying a review of studies concluded
that programs that provide drug
counseling and push addicts into
treatment work best. The studies
found that cities with the programs
saw a decrease In the spread of
HP/ while those without saw an
Increase, and the programs
brought more addicts Into treatment.
The young woman here said she
had no time for drug counseling or
HIV tests, which are offered in the
parking lot along with clean nee
dies. But she comes regularly to
exchange her used syringes.
This is a good thing they do
here. This keeps people from passing on HIV or hepatitis." she said.

Bolton's charity work in question
Paula Abdul and other stars.
action that may be necessary."
The foundation paid more than
Bolton hired a law firm and an
NEW HAVEN. Conn. — Michael accounting firm to study the 8247.000 for sound and lighting
Bolton's charity for women and chil- Michael Bolton Foundation's production. $193,000 for catering
dren raised nearly S2.6 million in finances, the statement said.
services and $ 175,000 in hotel ser1995, but less than 15 percent went
The foundation's financial vices, the report said. Most of the
to the needy, state records show.
report for 1995. the last year for money — $1.6 million — went to
Most of the money went to a which figures are available, shows fund raising. Smaga said.
professional fundraiser and to pay
Records show that among the
for the high costs of a star-studded that of the $2.58 million raised, foundation's grants were $25,000
S293.353
went
to
charity.
The
rest
charity event, the foundation's
to the Harlem School of the Arts.
— S2.2 million — paid expenses.
executive director said.
Jacqueline Smaga. the founda- $28,000 to the Exchange Club
The singer, who grew up in New
Haven, was in London and unavail- tion's executive director, said the Center for Child Abuse, $40,000 to
able for comment, but his founda- organization hosted "A Night of 200 the Yale University Child Study
tion released a statement Monday Stars." a costly fund-raiser In New Center and $50,000 to the Whitney
saying he "will take any corrective York featuring Bolton. Ray Charles, Houston Foundation.
The Associated Press

Con^rotulattoni'
Graduate*!

In/ appreciation^ wewould/ like/ to- tharihyou/
for your •volunteer contrvbutton* aruil dedication/
to- Howling' Green,
State/ U nixemty

Center for Wellneiy
£r Prevention
and/ Student
Health/ Service/:
Congratulations
and best of luck to
1998 graduates!
Good luck to all of you on finals, and a special thanks to
all of our 1997-1998 residents! See you next year!
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CLOSING TIME

Old refrigerators help threatened trout
The Associated Press

SUTCUFTE. Nev. — Using old
refrigerators as incubators for fish
eggs. Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt and others kicked off an effort
Saturday to restore a once-great
trout species.
The Lahontan cutthroat trout,
the largest trout in North America,
used to grow as large as 60 pounds
when It made the 100-mile migration from the desert floor to the top
of the Sierra Nevada mountains to
spawn In Lake Tahoe.
But that was before the Truckee
River was dammed downstream
from Reno in 1905.
"By inattention and neglect we

have almost lost a dozen of these
great trout species in the West."
Babbitt said. "It would be a tragedy
If my kids and grandchildren
couldn't experience and sense the
totality of God's creation."
Babbitt, tribal leaders and volunteers grabbed an old refrigerator
painted in camouflage and waded
into the river near Wadsworth.
about 30 miles east of Reno.
Tubes will drain water through
the refrigerator while providing a
dark protected area for the eggs,
which the adults typically plant in
gravel beds.
"All we are doing is imitating a
natural system." said Dr. Fred
Eales. a veterinarian from Rock

Springs. Wyo., who invented the
refrigerator incubators.
Later. Babbitt watched workers
at the Lake Pyramid Paiute Tribe's
hatchery squeeze sperm and eggs
from 18-Inch trout to produce fertilized eggs for use in the incubators.
"It's a low-tech solution for a
problem with a long history." said
Matt Halford of Elko, Nev.. director
of Trout Unlimited's Nevada state
council.
Pyramid Lake Is a remnant of
ancient Lake Lahontan. an inland
sea that covered 8.450 square
miles of western Nevada during the
Ice Age. The Lahontan cutthroat
trout also are native to parts of

GEARContinued from page 5.

not accept reservations, but do
caution patrons that there may be
an hour and a half to two hour
wait to eat.
Both Junction and Kauffman's
also ask that if needed, please
make cancellations as soon as possible so that others may have those
reservation places.
Hotels will also be hard to come
by for graduation weekend. Most
area hotels are already booked for
the weekend, and a few have only
limited space available.
The Best Western and the Days

Inn are already full, however.
Buckeye Budget Motel still has
some rooms available for Saturday
night. They to are fuD on Friday as
weU.
"If we had 200-300 more rooms
we would fill them up for graduation." said Martin Youslf of the
Days Inn.
According to Yousif. guests may
consider looking into rooms in
Maumee and Perrysburg for the
weekend if they were closed out
here In Bowling Green.

INVEST
Continued from page 11.

they believe likely plays Into their
financial situation.
money I make. In retrospect. I
Parks from American Funds
made decent money during a few . said that there are many people
summer jobs but I always spent It. like Young out there who don't
I never thought about doing some- think that they are able to Invest
thing a little creative with It." anything.
Young said.
"I wish there was some way to
Dyko and Young both come get through to people and tell them
from different backgrounds which that If you can just Invest a small

amount It will really pay In the long
term and be worth the short term
sacrifice." Parks said.
Dyko said that he is really glad
he invested and advises others his
age to do the same.
"If you have some extra money
and can spare not spending it right
away, then you can really benefit
in the long term." Dyko said.

WRAY
Continued from page 3.

thought he would spend more time
in college. In coffeehouses or In
bars. He said bars and I said coffeehouses. Since then. I have
rarely been In a coffeehouse and
he has rarely been In a bar. I
haven't spent that much time in
bars either. Annoying people are
even more annoying drunk.
When I was 18. 1 thought I
would be someone other than who
I am now by the time I graduated.
Values and aspirations change.
You are exposed to different
things. I didn't even know about
the path I am on now I when I
started college.
But I have few regrets. I like the
person that I have become and am

LMi

satisfied with most of the decisions
I have made.
As you progress through college. It stops being as much fun. A
friend from home once called it
kindergarten with sex and beer. It
certainly hasn't been as simple as
that in a long time.
You get involved with your
major or in an organization and
your life Is no longer your own. You
run out of money and you need to
work more. You might move offcampus and lose touch with a good
number of your friends. All these
things happen, but some are for
the better.
Your world really gets whittled
down like the cuts a sports team
makes before the season. This can
be good or It can be bad If you are

left with a group of players you
don't like.
A lesson from this is that you
need to be very careful when
choosing how you will manage
your time and who It will be with.
All In all. this time will stand as
one of the most insane, intense
and rewarding times in my life. 1
started out by myself, open to anything the world had to offer, paid
my dues and got kicked around by
the world and started kicking
back. I have passed through the
hierarchy and emerged on top.
The lights are coming on and I
am heading for the door, shielding
my eyes to the harsh fiuorescents.
I am a Uttle confused, emotionally
and mentally exhausted, but wiser
and better off for the time.
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Oregon. Utah and Wyoming.

After construction of the Derby
Dam in 1905 and water diversions
for irrigation farming, the cutthroat went extinct in Pyramid
Lake during the 1940s.
Tribal hatcheries have artificially brought the fish back in the
lake, where they now grow as large
as 15 pounds, but the new effort is
aimed at building wild stocks In
the Truckee River for the first time
in six decades. By hatching the
eggs there, the trout place a genetic imprint on the spot as the home
they'll return to spawn.
"It allows them to immediately
rear in the water and become
accustomed to the river." said

Mervin Wright Jr.. chairman of the
Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe.
"It will benefit not only the fish
but the people who live here. We
are historically a fishery tribe, a
fishery people."
Getting cutthroat all the way
back to Lake Tahoe would require
construction of fish ladders or
other changes at the Derby Dam. a
move that has been opposed by the
Interior Department's Bureau of
Reclamation and many area farmers.
"What this is about is doing it
one step at a time." said Babbitt,
who got out on the lake himself
Saturday morning and caught a
25-inch. 5-pound cutthroat.

N.J. man gets time
in rat scheme
HAUPPAUGE. NY. — A scientist
has been sentenced to 30 months
in jail for planting a fried rat's tail
in a McDonald's "Happy Meal."
Prosecutors said
Michael
Zanakis. 44. had hoped to extort
$5 million from the fast-food
chain. He was sentenced in federal
court Thursday on a December
conviction for mail fraud, wire
fraud and extortion.
Zanakis. of Harding, N.J.. took
a rat's tail from the medical
research laboratory where he
worked, had it fried and then
placed it In a package of french
fries he bought for his son at a
McDonald's in Port Jefferson Station on Jan. 15. 1996. prosecutors
charged.

"He planted the tall and thought
he would get away with it," said
Assistant U.S. Attorney Leonard
Lato. 'The next day he was on the
phone with McDonald's. We had
him on tape demanding money."
Zanakis claimed his 2-year-old
son had bitten into and swallowed
part of the tail and threatened to
go to the news media with his allegations.
Zanakis was also convicted of
planting bits of grease In a can of
Coca-Cola Classic and then taking
$4,600 from the Coca-Cola Co. and
the Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of New
York to keep quiet about It.
His lawyer. Jeh Johnson, said
Zanakis was disappointed by the
sentence and planned to appeal.

BROWN
Continued from page 8.

I'll be that much stronger from
what I've learned over the past four
years.
Make the most of the time that
you have. If you're not enjoying
this time in your life, you've got to
be doing something wrong.
Or is that Just my "Internal

locus of control" speaking?
Penny Brown will be graduating
May 9 and moving to Louisiana Jor
an internship. She has been a Nurture fin euery sense of the word) at
The BC News since her freshman
year. She regrets not being able to
acknowledge special people specifically, but there were too many to
list Besides, she says you all know
who you are.

STUDENT
Continued from page eight.

My speech on why the
Unabomber would never be caught
got an A. You fear the drunk driver
but develop Road Rage. The guy
sifting next to me at Pulp Fiction
thought John Travolta was dead.
TV means four channels and a lot
of FOX specials.
American Pie doesn't quite taste

the same any more. Mom and Dad
fall asleep around ten. I worry too
much about the price of gas. The
family tree has a few less leaves,
but a couple of new branches.
Sadly, a Christmas Card will be
about it for most of my friends
from school.
Don't try to find me sitting In a
coffee shop. Ill probably be riding
a bus reading the classifieds.
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University Bookstore
Congratulations
Graduates!

20% off
BGSU Alumni Merchandise
•Hats
Key Chains
• T-Shirts
Decals
• Mugs
Pins
• Sweatshirts
April 23 to May 9,1998
The Bookstore Staff Congratulates ail Spring 1998 Graduates
Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00-6:00
Friday
8:00-5:00
Saturday
9:00-5:00
BG Newa photo by Amy Vaa Horn
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Sales excludes announcements, diploma frames, and commencement
it regalia

CLOSING TIME
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SINCE YOU WON'T BE
NEEDING ALL THOSE

BOOKS...
SPRING BOOK BUY BACK IS HERE!
•We pay top prices for used texts.
>We also pay top wholesale prices for editions no longer used
on campus.
•We have Bowling Green's largest selection of BGSU
imprinted sportswear!
• Personalized Graduation Announcements available
in 24 hours (15 minimum).
•Class of '98 Mugs and T-shirts available.
• Large selection of Alumni Apparel
and Alumni gifts.

Hours:
M-F 9am-5:30pm
Sat. 9am-5:00pm
MasterCard
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VISA

